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Abstract 
 

Sublevel caving is an underground mass mining method used for extracting different types of ores 
from the earth crust. Mines using sublevel caving (SLC) as the primary mining method are generally 
highly mechanized with standardized and independent unit operations. Mine development for caving 
operations are similar to other underground mining methods, however, the scale of production 
drilling and blasting performed in caving operations including SLC are larger than many other 
underground mining methods (such as room and pillar or cut and fill).   

Loading of the material from the production face in sublevel caving is facilitated by the flow of 
material under gravity into the production face. A large amount of material is loaded from a limited 
opening termed as the draw point. Different unit operations (drilling, blasting, loading and 
transportation) are performed in isolation with each other which leads to standardized procedures 
and safe operation. The mine design allows for operational agility with respect to ore geometry and 
inclination. These features give SLC an advantage over other mining methods. However, SLC 
demands a caving conducive geology along with a large ore footprint. The mining method also 
registers higher percentage of dilution and ore loss compared to non-caving mining methods.  

Material flow in SLC has been studied extensively in the past five decades and different methods 
have been used to simulate material flow in caving operations. Physical models of different scales 
has been designed for simulating material flow by using sand, gravel or rocks and studying the 
movement of material inside the model. Initial physical models showed an ellipsoidal zone above the 
draw point from which material flowed into the draw point. However, subsequent modelling results 
disagreed with this notion of material flow. Numerical modelling techniques have also been applied 
to simulate material flow. The models were calibrated against mine or mill production data for 
optimization. Currently, marker trials are being used to understand material flow in SLC. Markers 
(numbered steel rods, RFID enabled markers) are installed in boreholes drilled inside the burden of a 
production ring and based on the recovery sequence of markers, material flow is predicted.  

Results from physical models, numerical models and marker trials along with mine experience have 
been used in the past to design draw control strategy for SLC operation. Initial draw control 
techniques were based on the assumption of uniform flow of material. But with the advancement in 
modelling techniques, draw control strategies have also changed. Ore flow simulation techniques 
developed to simulate material flow are being applied to predict the ore grade at draw point and 
hence help in draw control during the loading process. Recent draw control strategies in some mines 
have evolved to include production data and metal prices to optimize the loading process in SLC.  

Monitoring of the ore grade at the draw point is crucial in controlling dilution and increasing ore 
recovery. Present draw point monitoring technique predicts ore grade by exploiting the differences 
between ore and waste. The difference between ore and waste can be detected through visual 
observations, assay sampling or weight measurements. Draw point monitoring gives data for both 
regulation and calibration of draw control strategies, and provides important information regarding 
dilution and ore recovery during the loading process.  

Understanding material flow is vital for improving different aspects of SLC operation but draw control 
for SLC is an operational activity which regulates the loading process for a given mine design and 
material flow conditions. Therefore, an effective draw control requires a constant monitoring system 
and a constant calibration of the loading criteria’s through draw point monitoring for reducing 
dilution and improving ore recovery.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Sustainable development of mineral resources has been the core of many discussions for the mining 
industry. In the present scenario of decreasing metal prices and increasing operational cost, it is vital 
to optimise existing processes in order to reduce operational costs, reduce dilution and increase ore 
recovery (Crowson, 2011). The mining industry has used caving operations such as sublevel caving to 
mine different ore deposits (Hartman and Mutmansky, 2002). Mines based on caving mechanisms 
have evolved into highly mechanized and productive operations, productivity wise, comparable to 
large scale open pit mining operations (Hustrulid & Kvapil, 2001). In recent times, the mining industry 
is pursuing low quality ore deposits buried at greater depths (Crowson, 2011). Also, large open pit 
mines are reaching their final economic depth (Hustrulid & Kvapil, 2008). Caving operations such as 
sublevel caving are becoming a viable production alternative for such deposits due to their increased 
production capacities (Hustrulid & Kvapil, 2008). However, ore recovery is a concern for the mining 
industry, in particular for caving operations that are primarily being used for moderate to low grade 
ore deposits (Brown, 2007). Dilution is another element that is much more difficult to deal with in 
caving methods compared with other underground mining method. Dilution results in increased 
waste percentage and leads to increased overall processing cost (Cokayne, 1982). The Swedish 
mining industry with magnetic iron ore deposits have successfully been using sublevel caving for 
mining iron ore deposits with reduced processing costs (McNab et al., 2009). The key to both 
reducing dilution and increasing ore recovery is an optimized mine design and draw control strategy 
(Bull and Page, 2000). Much research has been performed for optimizing mine design (Janelid, 1972; 
Panczakiewicz, 1977; Alfrod, 1978; Stazhevskii, 1996; Gustafsson, 1998; Kosowan, 1999; Power, 
2004; Halim, 2006), and some research has been done on draw control (Laubscher, 1994; Bull & 
Page, 2000; Quinteiro et al., 2001a; Zhigui & Xingguo, 2008; Jamieson, 2012). The mining industry has 
been able to use sublevel caving to operate large underground operations while maintaining a high 
degree of productivity and safety (Quinteiro et al., 2001b). However, to handle challenges such as 
increasing costs, decreasing ore quality and fluctuating metal prices, future caving operations need 
an optimised and effective draw control strategy. 

1.2  Aim  
The aim of this study is to describe and analyse the various draw control strategies used in sublevel 
caving operations globally. The aim is also to provide a basic understanding of the principles of 
sublevel caving and granular flow in a production context.  

1.3 Scope of the report 
The report discusses in brief the different aspects of sublevel caving mines. The focus is to describe 
the characteristics and origin of different draw control methods. The scopes of the report are:  

1. To discuss the basic principles of Sublevel caving; 

2. To provide a brief description of past physical, field and marker trial experiments; 
3. To define resource efficiency and describe it’s importance in sublevel caving; 
4. To describe the different draw control strategies used in sublevel caving.  

1.4 Limitations  
The report only describes draw control in SLC and does not cover draw control for block and panel 
caving. Drilling and blasting practices in SLC has been discussed in brief with focus on resource 
efficiency. A detailed account of physical models and ore flow simulation techniques is not provided. 
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Although major finding from physical models and marker trial have been discussed fewer 
information regarding the setup of experiments has been covered here. Most of the limitation can be 
addressed by consulting the appropriate references for the concerned section. 
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2 Sublevel Caving 

2.1 Principles of Sublevel Caving 
The phenomenon of gravity has always been a challenge for the mining industry. Gravity, in most 
cases, plays a negative role for the mining industry during excavation of minerals and their 
transportation to processing plants except in certain situations such as ore passes transportation. But 
certain methods exploit the principles of gravity in their favour. In sublevel caving (SLC), the 
principles of gravity assist in the ore excavation process (Cokayne, 1982).  

In mining, the entire rock mass where excavation is carried out can be divided into three different 
parts. The ore is the valuable rock mass from which metals and minerals can be extracted 
economically. The hanging wall is the rock mass overlying this ore, and the foot wall is the rock mass 
underlying the ore. In SLC, the ore body is divided into vertical sections by excavating horizontal 
drifts known as production drifts (Cokayne, 1982). The layout is called transverse sublevel caving if 
the drifts are oriented across the width of the ore body and longitudinal sublevel caving if the drifts 
are oriented along the length of the ore body (Cokayne, 1982). 

The interval formed between two production drifts is called sublevel interval or level height 
(Cokayne, 1982). At defined intervals along the axis of the production drifts (Figure 2.1), near vertical 
upwards holes are drilled in an almost semi-circular arc known as ring pattern (Bull and Page, 2000). 

  

Figure 2.1   Typical SLC layout (Courtesy Atlas Copco) 

The distance between two consecutive sets of drill rings is called the burden. The ore is blasted, slice 
by slice from the hanging wall side to the footwall side in a retreating manner (Cokayne, 1982). Each 
slice, which is drilled and blasted, is called ring. As the ring is blasted, it fragments and loses its 
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integrity and a part of it flows into the vacant space below in the production drift (Janelid and Kvapil, 
1966). This restricted opening in the production drift from where material is loaded is called draw 
point. In most mines, e.g. LKAB’s mines in Sweden, material is loaded from draw point and 
transported to ore passes using Load Haul Dump (LHD) machines (Quinteiro et al., 2001a). The ore 
passes again utilize the principle of gravity as it passes the ore from various levels to the main 
haulage level where it is transported to the hoisting stations and further to the surface (Quinteiro et 
al., 2001a).  

As more material is drawn from the muck pile, the space created is filled by more material flowing 
from above the drift (Kvapil, 1965). This phenomenon creates a void around the blasted ring. The 
hanging wall, which was previously supported by ore, is now exposed to this void. Rock masses 
located in the depths of earth are under constant pressure from the overlying burden and 
geophysical stress (Hartman and Mutmansky, 2002). Due to this constant stress and loss of support 
from the ore underneath it, rocks in the hanging wall start to disintegrate and fall into the void 
(Hartman and Mutmansky, 2002). The phenomenon of induced disintegration of rock due to loss of 
support is called caving of rock (Laubscher, 1994). The hanging wall starts to cave into voids and 
eventually fills it.  

As more material is extracted, the caved waste from the hanging wall starts to mix with the ore and 
finally appear in the muck pile at the draw point (Cokayne, 1982). For a single ring the first 
occurrence of waste material at the draw point is termed dilution entry (Laubscher, 1994). After 
dilution entry in the draw point, the muck pile will have a mixed composition of ore and waste which 
is loaded and transported (Gustafsson, 1998). As a result of the mixing of ore and waste, the amount 
of material actually extracted is more than the volume of the ore that was initially blasted in the ring. 
The excess amount that has to be excavated along with ore in order to recover the entire blasted ore 
is called dilution (Cokayne, 1982). The loading of the material from the muck pile ends when dilution 
becomes too high and more extraction of material from the draw point becomes uneconomical 
(Nilsson, 1982). After loading is stopped for the first blasted ring, the second ring is blasted and 
loaded. The second blasted ring now partly fills into the production drift and is loaded through the 
same process. This ring is surrounded on one side by the solid ore body and on the other side by the 
caved material from the previous blasted ring (Bull and Page, 2000). As more material is withdrawn, 
subsequent voids are formed around the second ring which is filled by the caved material from the 
first ring, creating another void between the caved material from the first ring and the intact hanging 
wall. This leads to the eventual caving of more hanging wall rock mass (Hartman and Mutmansky, 
2002). As before, loading is stopped when more extraction of material from the draw point becomes 
uneconomical (Nilsson, 1982).   

Once the production drift is completed, blasting starts in the production drift at the lower level using 
the same process (Cokayne, 1982). However, the exact mining sequence varies significantly 
depending on mining conditions and constraints. This finally creates a situation in which ore is 
blasted as rings with a huge amount of caved material above the ring, some amount in front of the 
ring depending on the location along the drift and a solid ore body on the foot wall side and below 
the ring, with only a small opening below the ring from which ore is extracted (Bull and Page, 2000), 
as shown in Figure 2.1.  

The entire methodology described above for extraction of ore, from a mixed composition of ore and 
waste and from a confined opening, is called the sublevel caving mining method. Mines using this 
method of operation are called sublevel caving (SLC) mines (Bull and Page, 2000). 
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2.1.1 Geotechnical and Mining Requirements 
The selection of a mining method is done based on the geotechnical properties of the deposit. The 
geotechnical properties required for successful SLC operations are: 

 Cavability: Successful application of SLC is dependent on ability of the overlying rock mass to 
cave when removal of the ore creates an undercut. Laubscher (1994) stated that all rock masses 
will cave, but the manner of rock caving and the resulting fragmentation size distribution needs 
to be predicted if cave mining is to be successfully implemented. Cavability is a function of rock 
mass conditions and the associated hydraulic radius (Laubscher, 1994). Hydraulic radius is 
calculated as the area of the mining footprint divided by the perimeter of the mining footprint. 
Figure 2.2 shows the empirical classification constructed by Laubscher (1994).  

 

Figure 2.2  Stability diagram for mines worldwide (Laubscher, 2000) 

Caving can be divided into stress caving and subsidence caving. Stress caving is initiated in virgin 
cave blocks when the stresses in the cave back exceed the strength of the rock mass. The process 
stops when a stable arch is formed; further caving can be initiated by increasing the size of the 
undercut or through boundary weakening (Laubscher, 1994). Subsidence caving is initiated when 
the process of mining has removed the lateral constraint on the block being caved. The result for 
such a process is the rapid propagation of caving, with limited bulking (Laubscher, 1994). The 
rate of caving (RC) should be faster than the rate of damage (RD); this can be achieved by 
controlling the rate of undercutting (RU) as shown in Equation 2.1: 

                                                                                  𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 >  𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 >  𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹                                           Equation 2.1                     

The cavability of the rock mass is very consistent for open pit operations turning into 
underground operations, but proper design and draw control steps are required to achieve 
consistent cavability for deposits directly exploited by SLC operation (Brown, 2007).  
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 Strong ore: Stronger ore can support narrower pillars which reduce the centre to centre distance 
between two adjacent drifts, hence reducing dilution and improving recovery due to good draw 
coverage and interactive draw (Bull & Page, 2000). The required support decreases for stronger 
ores (Cokayne, 1982). Strong rock is defined by Hoek & Brown (1997) as having Uniaxial 
Compressive Strength (UCS) of 50- 100 MPa but no such classification is available specifically for 
caving operations in the literature. 

 Competent ore: Competent ore is determined based on the degree of joints and formation of 
wedges. A specific Mining Rock Mass Rating (MRMR) or Geological Strength Index (GSI) range of 
values are not defined in literature for ore to be considered suitable for caving as it depends on 
both MRMR and hydraulic radius. SLC benefits from lesser joint frequency and stronger joint 
surfaces (Bull & Page, 2000). Less joint frequency improves blasting efficiency and hence 
improves fragmentation. In SLC, the brows are often disturbed by blasting and material flow; 
competent rock in such situations provides a wider back (Cokayne, 1982; Bull & Page, 2000). 
Sometimes, joints can cause wedge failure; hence, the orientation of drifts should concur with 
the major joint directions (Bull & Page, 2000). If mining condition allows, drift orientation should 
be perpendicular or near perpendicular to major joint direction for reduced probability of wedge 
failure, otherwise, increased strata support is advised. 

 Structural geology: Structural geology with regard to mining operation in SLC deals with 
magnitude and direction of major structures such as fold and faults. Fewer geological structures 
in the ore body are favourable (Cokayne, 1982; Bull & Page, 2000). An increase in geological 
structures can cause issues such as wedge failures and increased supporting costs.  

 Dip of ore: The ore body should have a steep dip angle (Cokayne, 1982; Bull & Page, 2000). A 
high angle of dip provides better ore flow and delayed entry of dilution (Laubscher, 2000). The 
hanging wall caves over the blasted muck with less effective surface area for higher dipping ore. 
SLC can be applied to flat deposits if the ore body has high thickness, but waste dilution can be 
higher for flat dipping ore if the loading is not regulated properly (Cokayne, 1982). Figure 2.3 
shows the longitudinal layout for different dipping of ore deposits (Cokayne, 1982).  

 

Figure 2.3  Longitudinal layout for different dip of ore body (Cokayne, 1982) 

 Size of deposit: The ore deposit should be massive or tabular with a relatively dominant footprint 
along at least one direction (Bull & Page, 2000) i.e. the ore body should either be wide and 
continuous with depth or narrow but continuous along the strike and depth. The deposit could 
be irregular to some extent as SLC layout can be modified to optimise varied shapes (Cokayne, 
1982). Massive ore deposit reduces the ore to waste contact area and, hence, controls dilution. 
Massive deposits facilitate larger production rates, a key characteristic of mass mining methods 
such as SLC (Bull & Page, 2000). Another aspect to be considered is development yield, defined 
as a ratio of ore recovered and waste development. Because massive deposits have better 
development yield, they affect the mine economics favourably (Bull & Page, 2000).  
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 Waste rock characteristics: The grade for the caved material is higher if the waste rock 
(especially hanging wall) is mineralized i.e. it contains some percentage of minerals compared to 
a waste rock that is not mineralized. The increase in grade of the caved material helps in reducing 
the effect of dilution at the draw point (Cokayne, 1982; Bull & Page, 2000). The footwall should 
also be competent and strong, as the SLC mining layout has various permanent structures in the 
footwall to transport people and materials (Cokayne, 1982; Bull & Page, 2000). 

 Fragmentation: Mine operations are highly dependent on proper fragmentation of the ore. In 
SLC mines, this aspect is magnified, as it affects both productivity and ore recovery. Optimum 
fragmentation is defined based on the bucket size of the LHD and draw point dimensions (Brown, 
2007). Ideally, ore should have better fragmentation than the caved material above and in front 
of the blasted ring leading to better dilution control (Bull & Page, 2000). Kvapil (2004) stated that 
fragmented iron ore is heavier than the caved waste and flows easier and faster towards the 
draw point and also that the mobility of blasted ore usually is higher than the caved waste. In 
addition, the fragmentation profile of the blasted ring is non-uniform due to the drill ring design, 
with larger hole spacing in the upper part of the ring, and also insufficient free face for the entire 
blast (Dunstan & Power, 2011). Fragmentation assessment can be performed using image 
analysis, sieving methods or boulder counting techniques (Brown, 2010). The assessment can 
then be compared against draw width and other mine design parameters in caving operations to 
determine if optimal fragmentation is achieved (Brown, 2007). 

 Hydro-geology: For SLC operations, minimum ground water flow and other hydrological 
phenomena are preferable (Bull & Page, 2000). In the case of excessive ground flow, efficient 
mine drainage becomes essential for drainage ahead of the caved face (Bull & Page, 2000). 

 Other desirable material properties: The ore and waste should have appropriate resistance to 
weathering (Bull & Page, 2000). Apart from this, the blasted ring should not produce muddy or 
sticky material, as this affects the material flow negatively sometimes by causing for example 
muck rushes, over-compaction and hang-ups.  

2.1.2 Sublevel Caving Mine Layout and Design 
There are two main SLC layouts and they are described as follows:  

Transverse Layout: The orientation of the production drift is perpendicular to the strike of the ore 
body, and rings are blasted from the hanging wall side to the footwall side in a retreating manner, as 
shown in Figure 2.4 (Dunstan and Power, 2011).  

 

Figure 2.4  Transverse versus longitudinal layout (Dunstan and Power, 2011) 
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Longitudinal Layout: The production drifts are parallel to the strike of the ore body, and rings are 
blasted along the strike from one end of the ore body to the other, as shown in Figure 2.4 (Dunstan 
and Power, 2011).  

Table 2.1 summarises Bull and Page’s (2000) comparison of the two layouts. In application, mines use 
both layouts, sometimes a hybrid of the two, depending on the mining conditions.  

Table 2.1  Transverse versus longitudinal layout (Bull and Page, 2000) 

Parameters Transverse SLC Longitudinal SLC 
Development cost  High Low 
Waste handling High Low 
Production Potential High Low 
Ease of ventilation  Relatively easier Difficult 
Production face stability Long unstable production faces Short stable production faces 

Dilution  More contact area for dilution 
entry and dilution 

Less contact area for dilution 
entry and dilution 

Ore geometry Used for thick ore bodies Used for thin ore bodies 
 

Dimension of Production Drift: Due to the confined nature of the flow of material it is preferred to 
have a wide drift as it means a wider opening and, hence, better higher probability of material 
discharged from the blasted ring, resulting in improved draw coverage and recovery (Kvapil, 2004). 
Low drift heights are preferred for improved pillar stability, better muck pile profile and easier 
explosive charging (Bull and Page, 2000). A typical production drift is 7 m wide and 5 m high 
(Quinteiro et al., 2001b). Flat back drifts are preferred over arched backs because they provide better 
and more uniform material flow along the width of the drift, leading to better recovery and less 
dilution (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966). However, square-shaped brows have stability issues. Therefore, in 
high stress zones, the arched shape is preferred (Bull and Page, 2000). 

Drift Spacing: As the theory of gravity flow evolved (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966; Bull and Page, 2000; 
Kvapil, 2004), researchers concluded that if the distance between the adjacent drifts were reduced, 
more ore could be recovered, as the material at the side of the ring has a better chance of being 
recovered at the draw points. Under this assumption, it is important to optimise the drift spacing to 
get the best ore recovery without compromising the stability of ore pillars (Bull and Page, 2000). 
Typical drift spacing can vary from 11m to 25m (Baase et al., 1982; McMurray, 1982; Buksa, 2001; 
Quinteiro et al., 2001b), with recent trends calling for drift spacing in the range of 20-25m (Hustrulid 
and Kvapil, 2008). 

Sublevel Interval: This is the vertical distance between two consecutive levels (Cokayne, 1982). In 
general, a sublevel interval is an optimised distance between two consecutive levels to provide 
acceptable levels of both ore recovery and development cost (Bull and Page, 2000). It can be 
calculated from the equations derived from the theory of gravity flow (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966; 
Kvapil, 2004). Two major aspects to be kept in view when optimising sublevel intervals are 
development costs (Nilsson, 1982) and the drilling ability of the machines (Wimmer et al. 2013). 
Shorter sublevel intervals mean increased development cost for the same volume of ore while a 
longer sublevel interval is dependent on drilling accuracy and fragmentation efficiency (Bull and 
Page, 2000). With the development of drilling and blasting technologies, the sublevel interval can 
vary anywhere from 12 to 30m (Baase et al., 1982; McMurray, 1982; Buksa, 2001; Quinteiro et al., 
2001a; Brunton, 2009; Torano et al., 2012). Recently operating mines have sublevel intervals ranging 
from 25 to 27m (Hustrulid & Kvapil, 2008). 
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Slot Design: Before production rings are blasted, a free face is created by means of a slot raise, as 
shown in Figure 2.5. The four possible slot designs are as follows: 

1. Individual slot with a slot raise at drift end (Popa et al., 2012; Wimmer et al., 2012); 

2. Continuous slot raise for adjacent drifts with a slot raise at one end (Popa et al., 2012; Wimmer 
et al., 2012); 

3. Slashing along the axis of the drift (Popa et al., 2012; Wimmer et al., 2012); 
4. Slashing along a perpendicular slot drift (Popa et al., 2012; Wimmer et al., 2012). 
 

Different mines use different slot designs. The first two methods are used in Ridgeway mines, 
Australia (Popa et al., 2012) and the last two have been used in Kiirunavaara mine (Wimmer et al., 
2012). Poor slotting can cause bridge and rib formation in the production drifts (Bull and Page, 2000). 

 

Figure 2.5  Different kind of slot design (Page and Bull, 2001) 

2.1.3 Ring Design and Blasting  
A semi-circular arc profile is achieved by holes drilled at different angles and different lengths from 
the production drift roof (Bull and Page, 2000). Rings may consist of 6 to 10 drill holes depending on 
design requirements and ore geometry as shown in Figure 2.6 (Brunton, 2009). In Malmberget mine, 
the number of boreholes in a ring can go up to 15. Zhang (2012) has discussed rings containing 9 
boreholes.    
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Figure 2.6  Example of cross-section for different number of ring holes (Brunton et al. 2010) 

Ring Burden: Burden for SLC rings is defined as the thickness of ore that is blasted which may range 
between 1.8-3.5m depending on the scale of the operation (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008). In SLC, 
reduced burden is associated with better fragmentation (Kosowan, 1999) and ore recovery 
(Quinteiro et al., 2001b). Burden has traditionally been calculated based on the digging depth of the 
loading equipment (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966). Recent studies (Power, 2004a, Brunton, 2009) 
however, have found this to be inadequate since burden is also dependent on hole size, ring design, 
and powder factor (Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009). According to Bull and Page (2000), the powder 
factor should be maintained to 0.9kg/m3. Most importantly, the burden should be able to assist in 
ore loosening and waste compaction (Kvapil, 2004). A smaller burden can cause freezing of ore and 
damage to the next set of drill holes. A larger burden can instead cause ineffective rock 
fragmentation and poor ore recovery (Bull and Page, 2000). Hustrulid and Kvapil (2008) suggest 
burden should be 20 times the diameter of the hole for ANFO and 25 times for emulsion. 

Side Hole Angle: The side holes of the ring make an angle with the horizontal axes in the ring plane 
which is termed as side hole angle. The lower the side hole angle, the higher the ore recovery (Bull 
and Page, 2000). Flat side holes can be choked or may misfire during blasting; hence, they should not 
go beyond 50  ͦ(Bull and Page, 2000). In general, they vary from 60 ͦ to 75  ͦ(Bull and Page, 2000). 

Ring Inclination: The holes are drilled in a forward inclined pattern (Figure 2.7) towards the caved 
material at around 80 ͦ to assist material flow (Bull and Page, 2000). Janelid and Kvapil (1966) suggest 
that, if the ratio of particle size of ore to waste is greater than one, the ring should be inclined 
towards the cave and vice versa.  
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Figure 2.7  Ring Inclination variation (Vertical versus Inclined) for SLC (Bull and Page, 2000) 

Hole deviation: As shown in Figure 2.8, drill holes in SLC are long; and even a slight deviation can 
result in large deviations at the end position of the holes (Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014) which can 
cause problems of bridging and poor fragmentation (Bull and Page, 2000).  

 

Figure 2.8  Borehole deviation component in SLC (Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014) 

Hole Diameter: Bull and Page (2000) suggest that drill holes for SLC rings should be long, stable and 
with large diameters. Larger holes are less effected by hole deviation and hole wall collapse (Bull and 
Page, 2000). This facilitates larger burden (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008), and makes the next set of 
holes more easily drilled and charged (Kvapil, 2004) and also reduces the total production cost. The 
size is limited by the explosives used for blasting and the created back break damage to the next set 
of drill holes (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008). Presently, this limit is around 115mm (Bull and Page, 2000). 
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Ring Pattern: Bull and Page (2000) stated that hole spacing should be greater than the ring burden by 
a minimum ratio of 1.3:1. Onederra and Power (2000) proposed a ratio varying from 1.1 to 1.4, while 
Marklund (1976) suggested 1.4 as the ideal ratio.  

Blasting Design: Explosive energy for the blast should be uniformly distributed in the ring. This is 
achieved by maintaining the charging density for the entire ring below 1.5 times the design powder 
factor (Bull and Page, 2000). The powder factor at the ring toe should not be less than 0.9-1.0 kg/m3 
(Bull and Page, 2000). A typical powder factor for a blasted ring is in the range of 0.9-1.1 kg/m3 (Bull 
and Page, 2000). The uncharged collar length should not be less than 0.6 to 0.8 times the burden 
(Bull and Page, 2000). 

Blasting Pattern: In general, each hole should be detonated individually, providing enough time for 
separation and movement of ore (Bull and Page, 2000). However, this is mine specific which means 
that holes could be detonated in pairs as well. 

Time Lag between Drilling and Blasting of Ring Holes: In general the time lag, from when the holes 
are drilled to when they are blasted, can be from three to six months depending on mine planning 
requirements (Bull and Page, 2000). If the geotechnical conditions are not favourable and major re-
drilling is required, a ‘just in time’ model is suggested, with the lag time modified for the specific 
mine requirements (Musingwini et al., 2003). However, the lag time can vary for different mines. 

2.2 Major Issues Encountered While Operating an SLC Mine 
Loading operation can be stopped due to different issues such as hang-ups, brow failure etc. 
Following are the loading issues during SLC operation: 

Brow Condition: Bad brow condition affects loading and charging operations in SLC. A poor brow 
causes uneven draw and provides a preferable flow for dilution from higher levels to flow through 
channels (Bull and Page, 2000). It also disturbs the muck profile at the draw point, resulting in a 
scattered profile and causing accessibility issues when charging the next set of ring holes (Bull and 
Page, 2000; Kvapil, 2004). Severe brow condition can damage the integrity of the next set of ring 
holes and reaming of hole collars may be required (Cokayne, 1982). The two main types of failures 
are wedge failure and shear failure. Wedge failure may be caused through unfavourable joint 
orientation, poor blasting or insufficient support (Bull and Page, 2000). It affects material flow and 
charging of holes. Shear failure is caused by high horizontal stress and can effect drill hole integrity 
(Bull and Page, 2000).  

Pillar Stability: Pillar size is a compromise between structural stability and mine economics (Hustrulid 
and Kvapil, 2008). The advantage of SLC is that pillars can be recovered at lower levels (Kvapil, 2004; 
Jamieson, 2012). Even so, there is a tendency to reduce pillar size as this reduces drift spacing, hence, 
increasing ore recovery (Bull and Page, 2000). A cause of pillar failure is the presence of a vertical 
structure running parallel to pillar walls. In high stress conditions, either due to zone specific stress or 
due to increased depth ground, pillar failure can be controlled by increasing pillar size or increasing 
the support density (Baase et al., 1982; Bull and Page, 2000). Pillar conditions can deteriorate over 
time, so unplanned drift formation should be avoided i.e. premature development of drifts should be 
avoided and the incubation period between drift development and production blasting should be 
optimized (Musingwini et al., 2003). 

Bridges: A bridge is caused by improper blasting, i.e., when the toe of the ring is not broken (Figure 
2.9). This causes waste inflow from around the unbroken ore bridge to enter the draw point 
(Cokayne, 1982). A bridge is not likely to be identified initially, but after multiple ring blasts, it may 
grow thicker until the entire blast freezes (Bull and Page, 2000). It can be avoided by the use of 
effective drill and blast practices (Cokayne, 1982). If however it becomes a serious problem then re-
slotting can be performed to reassume normal operations (Bull and Page, 2000).  
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Figure 2.9  Bridge formation in SLC (Bull and Page, 2000)  

Walls: Walls form when waste behind the rings does not cave to fill the voids made by ore extraction 
(Bull and Page, 2000). Caving operation is based on the principle that the pressure from the caved 
material along with gravity pushes the blasted material towards the draw point. A waste wall creates 
a void and disrupts material flow. Over-compaction of waste or increased adhesive property of the 
waste (possibly due to high moisture content) is the most probable cause (Kvapil, 2004). Another 
reason for wall formation is multiple ring blasts where the first ring has a high probability of freezing 
(McMurray, 1982; Baase et al., 1982). It is not easy to detect or remedy wall formation, but 
preventive measures such as taking precautions to avoid overcharging of blast holes and non-
practice of multiple ring blasts are advised (Bull and Page, 2000). 

Rib Formation: Unbroken or partially broken ore at the sides of the ring forms a solid rib; this part of 
the ring is not drawn at the primary level where it was blasted or at lower levels because of its 
consolidated state (Bull and Page, 2000). Ribs are caused by larger toe spacing for side rings or poor 
mine design if there is excessive drift spacing (Figure 2.10).  

 

Figure 2.10  Rib formation in SLC (Bull and Page, 2000)  

Hang-ups: In the case of poor fragmentation, oversized rocks can get struck in the ring, creating a 
void at the draw point and resulting in disruption of the loading process (Stazhevskii, 1996; 
Gustafsson, 1998). This facilitates waste fines to filter and reach the draw point, causing early and 
increased dilution as shown in Figure 2.11 (Stazhevskii, 1996). Methods such as Water jet pressure, 
loading from adjacent rings and blasting in adjacent rings are used for releasing the hang-ups. It is 
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necessary to remove hang-ups quickly and resume operation (Cokayne, 1982). However, if hang-ups 
persist, the next ring is blasted.   

 

Figure 2.11  Physical model of Hang-up (Stazhevskii, 1996) 

Wedge Failure or Large-Scale Cave Slides: Caved material resting on a steeply dipping ore body along 
the direction of face can be compared to the sides of a mountain where soil rests on solid rocks (Bull 
and Page, 2000). A movement similar to a wedge failure or landslides happens in SLC where caved 
material moves causing the shearing of drill holes and damaging underground structures in the ore 
body (Bull and Page, 2000). Re-drilling may be needed, along with sleeves to bridge such gaps when 
charging (Bull and Page, 2000). 

Overhangs: When caving is delayed because of a steeply dipping ore body, the material above 
produces an overhang; creating high induced stress which can damage drifts (Bull and Page, 2000).  

Blast Hole Damage: Loss of ring holes due to blast damage, wedge failure or long exposure should be 
avoided by following proper operational practices (Bull and Page, 2000; Musingwini et al., 2003). SLC 
employs long drill holes which could be blocked by collapsing of the borehole wall or choking of the 
borehole due to loose material. Alternatively, there may be cracks in the hole walls (Cokayne, 1982; 
Bull and Page, 2000).  

Overcharging: Long holes drilled in high stress zones can develop cracks or cavities because of the 
opening of joints or structures; this increases the volume of explosives unless sleeves are employed. 
Firing overcharged holes causes blasting damage to the brow and the next set of ring holes (Bull and 
Page, 2000).  

Delayed Caving /Non-caving Issues: The drawing of ore must be followed by continuous caving of 
the hanging wall for smooth SLC operation (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966; Heslop and Laubscher, 1981; 
Laubscher, 1994). In the case of delayed caving, or no caving, a void is created between ore and 
waste; when the void is filled by a sudden collapse of the hanging wall, an air blast occurs, along with 
seismicity (Heslop and Laubscher, 1981). To avoid such disasters, proper cave management should be 
employed. Bull and Page (2000) suggest the following:  
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1. Increase the planned undercut by the production level; 

2. Assistance of caving with blasting, water jet pressure and hydro-fracturing; 
3. Introduction of fill material (through dumping) for opencast to SLC transition mines ; 
4. Controlling the draw by extracting only 30-60% of the planned ring tonnage. 

2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of SLC Mining Method 
SLC as a mining method has certain advantages over other mass mining methods. Following are the 
advantages of using SLC over other mass mining method:   

1. Operational Agility: SLC layouts adjust to ore geometry and inclination; layouts are not fixed in 
terms of length of drifts and can be changed quickly if the ore boundary is found to be incorrect 
(Cokayne, 1982). 

2. Selective mining: Selective mining can be practiced to some extent by loading only the swell 
from zones with very poor grade ore or barren zones (Bull & Page, 2000). This makes it unique as 
a bulk mining method with selective mining attributes (Bull & Page, 2000).  

3. Procedural efficiency: Most of the unit operations, such as drilling, loading, and development, 
are carried out at different levels, so one operation does not affect the performance of another 
and more standardised procedures can be implemented (Bull & Page, 2000). Finally, all 
processes are carried out in isolation, making each unit operation a standard industrial activity 
and improving mine efficiency and safety (Bull & Page, 2000). 

4. Safe operation: Almost all activities are carried out in supported drift conditions and inside 
properly protected machines, making the operation intrinsically safe (Bull & Page, 2000). 

5. Reduced exposure: In the case of an unforeseen event, the amount of ore lost represents only 
one or two rings, and these can be withdrawn at lower levels (Bull & Page, 2000). In other bulk 
mining methods, the amount of ore at risk is much greater, making risk assessment critical. 

6. Lower incubation period: As the method of development is top down and the progress of the 
mine is downward, the production can be started much more quickly after development begins 
(Bull & Page, 2000). This is very important, as positive cash flow at the initial stage gives more 
operational flexibility and makes the project financially attractive. 

However, SLC also has some disadvantages over other mining methods. The continuous mixing of ore 
and waste is the primary cause of poor ore recovery in SLC (Cokayne, 1982). Poor drilling, blasting, 
mine design and other mining constraints also contribute to poor ore recovery in SLC compared to 
other mining methods (Hustrulid & Kvapil, 2008). The uneven flow of material and ore-waste mixing 
results in early entry of dilution into the muck pile (Janelid & Kvapil, 1965). As the exact mechanism 
and nature of this mixing is hard to determine (Power, 2004a; Kvapil, 2004), it becomes difficult to 
control dilution. Also, once abandoned, a draw point cannot be accessed again. Any ore lost can 
theoretically be recovered at lower levels (Jamieson, 2012) but the probability of recovery is 
undetermined. Therefore, a SLC mine must develop a sound and effective draw control strategy for 
loading and for abandoning draw points.  
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3 Sublevel Caving- Past, Present and Future 
The sublevel caving mining method has evolved over the last 100 years. The method was first used in 
the early 1900s in soft iron ore mines in Minnesota and Michigan, USA (Hartman and Mutmansky, 
2002). It was an evolution from top slicing, but initial sublevel caving was highly labour intensive and 
required heavy timber support (Hartman and Mutmansky, 2002). Only part of the ore was blasted, 
with the rest excavated through induced caving, hence the name sublevel caving (Cokayne, 1982). 
The present system of sublevel caving is highly mechanised where the ore is completely drilled and 
then blasted.  

3.1 Current SLC mines 
Table 3.1 shows a list of mines that are using SLC as the primary mining method for extracting 
different deposits from different parts of the world. The Kiirunavaara mine and Malmberget mine in 
Sweden are respectively the largest and second largest underground iron ore mines (LKAB). Telfer is 
a new SLC operation owned by Newcrest Mining (Jamieson, 2012) in Australia. Another new SLC 
operation in Australia is the Ernest Henry mine (Ernest Henry Mining). Rana Gruber Iron Oxide 
Mining Company in Norway is using SLC for Kvannevann mine (Blachowski, 2011). Kazansi Mine uses 
SLC to achieve 30% of its production alongside other mining methods (Suglo and Opoku, 2012).  

In 2004, Ipueira mine in Brazil produced 450,000 tons of ore for a final mill output of 127,000 tons of 
hard lump (Atlas Copco, 2008). The chromite mine, located in Andorinha region, is owned by Ferbasa 
and uses longitudinal SLC mining as the primary mining method (Atlas Copco, 2008). Currently, 
underground coal mines of Hullera Vasco Leonesaas (HVL) in the Leon province in northern Spain 
uses SLC to exploit a 20-25 m thick coal seam (Torano et al., 2012). The mine produced two million 
tonnes in 2010. Jing Tie Shan iron ore mine, China, uses SLC as the primary mining method to 
produce five million tons of iron ore mine annually (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008). Yaochong iron mine in 
Anhui province, Baiying copper mine in Gansu province and Xiao Guan Zhoung iron ore mine in 
Shandong province are other Chinese mines that use SLC as the primary mining method (Zhigui and 
Xingguo, 2008).  
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Table 3.1  List of operating SLC mines 

Mine Company  Location Layout Deposit 
Apatite Apatite Joint 

Stock 
Company 

Murmansk, 
Russia 

Not Found Phosphate 

Baiying Baiying Co. Gansu province, 
China 

Not Found Copper 

Ernst Henry Glencore Queensland, 
Australia 

Transverse Copper 

Frood  INCO Metals 
Company 

Sudbury, Ontario, 
Canada 

Transverse Copper-Nickel 

Hullera Vasco 
Leonesaas 

HVL Company Leon, Spain Longitudinal Coal 

Jing  Tie Shan Jiuquan Iron 
and Steel 
Company 

Jiayuguan, Gansu 
province, China 

Not found Iron 

Kazansi Not Found Not Found Longitudinal Not Found 

Kiirunavaara  LKAB Kiruna, Sweden Transverse and 
longitudinal 

Iron  

Kvannevann Rana Gruber  Ørtfjell, Norway Not found Iron  
Longtan Not found Shouwangfen, 

Hebei province, 
China 

Not found Iron 

Malmberget  LKAB Malmberget, 
Sweden 

Transverse and 
longitudinal 

Iron  

Marion Harmony Gold Western 
Australia, 
Australia 

Not Found Gold 

Shabanie Shabanie and 
Mashaba 
Mines Ltd. 

Rhodesia, 
Zimbabwe 

Transverse Asbestos 

Stobie  INCO Metals 
Company 

Sudbury, Ontario, 
Canada 

Transverse Copper-Nickel 

Telfer Newcrest 
Mining Limited 

Pilbara, Western 
Australia, 
Australia 

Transverse Copper-Gold 

Tongshan Not Found Sichuan , China Not Found Not Found 
XiaoGuan 
Zhoung 

Luzhong 
Metallurgy 
and Mining  
Corporation 

Shandong 
province, China 

Not Found Iron 

Yaochong MaAn Shan 
Iron and Steel 
Co. 

Anhui province, 
China 

Not Found Iron 
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3.2 Past SLC operation 
The SLC mining method became a common underground mining technique in Sweden, Canada, Africa 
and Australia in the late 1900s (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966; Sarin, 1981; Gustafsson, 1998; Quinteiro et 
al., 2001a; Brunton, 2009). Table 3.2 shows a list of past SLC operations which are no longer 
operational or does not use SLC as the primary mining method. In 1960, sublevel caving was used in 
19 Swedish mines with a total annual production of about 9.5 million tonnes (Ohlsson, 1961 in 
Hustralid and Kvapil, 2008). A few years later, Janelid and Kvapil (1966) states that an annual 40 
million tonnes of ore and rock was produced by underground mining in Sweden of which sublevel 
caving produced more than half (25 million tonnes). In Sweden, SLC was introduced at the 
Kiirunavaara mine in 1957 (Heden et al., 1982). In 1965, Kiirunavaara SLC mine alone produced 19 
million tonnes per annum (Janelid and Kvapil, 1965). In Grängesberg mine, the first full scale 
experiments were started in 1969-70 and the knowledge about gravity flow theories started to 
develop in Swedish mines (Gustafsson, 1998).  

During the mid-1960s, sublevel caving was also being introduced into Canadian mines (Sarin, 1981). 
Some of the more prominent mines using sub-level caving were the Craigmont and Granduc mines in 
British Columbia and the Frood and Stobie mines in Ontario (Sarin, 1981; Basse et al., 1982; Hancock 
and Mattson, 1982).  

China’s iron ore production increased from 1.5 million tonnes per year in 1949 to 76 million tonnes in 
1978 (Chen and Boshkov, 1981). By 1977, caving methods were used to produce 22% of the non-
ferrous metal production in China (Chen and Boshkov, 1981). Hongtou shan copper mine and the 
Chenchao iron ore mine employed SLC with sill pillar and without sill pillar respectively (Chen and 
Boshkov, 1981). In 1975, the Longtan iron mine started using marker trials in SLC in its copper 
magnetite mine (Gustafsson, 1998). These experiments were similar to those in Grängesberg mine in 
1976-77 and sought to understand the behaviour of material flow in SLC. The mine was producing 
17,000 tonnes per year in 1977 (Chen and Boshkov, 1981). The Chenchao mine was producing 600 
tonnes per day per stope of iron ore while working under poor strata conditions, thus highlighting 
the flexibility of SLC as a mining method (Chen and Boshkov, 1981). Two other major operations 
employing SLC were Xiaoguanzhuang iron ore mine in Laiwu, Shandong province, and Meishan iron 
ore mine in the Jiangsu province (Chen and Boshkov, 1981; Gustafsson, 1998).  

In 1969, Fosdalens Bergverk Grubekompani, Norway, decided to mine its eastern mine with SLC 
(Tessem & Wennberg, 1981). The company consulted both Professor Janelid and LKAB for the model 
building and planning of the magnetite-chalcopyrite deposit (Tessem & Wennberg, 1981). In 1967, 
The Pea ridge iron ore mine in Sullivan, Missouri, USA, started to experiment with SLC as an 
alternative to the previously used open stoping method (Tucker, 1981). The coal mining industry 
replicated SLC for thick seam deposits. Hartman and Mutmansky (2002) mention that SLC was used 
in bituminous coal mines in Hungary (Ravasz, 1984) and anthracite coal mines in Pennsylvania, USA 
(Green, 1985).  

Mines used SLC as a replacement for the cut and fill mining when they had problems with pillar 
stability (McMurray, 1982). Initially, hand lashing was done at the draw point. In 1958, a proper SLC 
layout with a level interval of 9m was introduced at Shabanie mine, Rhodesia, Zimbabwe (McMurray, 
1982). The design was further developed to improve ore recovery and reduce dilution (Laubscher 
and Taylor, 1977). 

After studying the Swedish mining techniques at Kirunavaara mine, SLC was employed at Apatite 
mine, Russia, in 1998 (Casteel, 2009). Presently the iron ore industry in Russia sees continuing 
potential for using some form of SLC method (Filippov and Freidin, 2012). 

In October 1997, Big Bell mine in Western Australia started using SLC to excavate gold deposits. Big 
Bell mines production peaked at 1.7 million tonnes per year using longitudinal SLC (Player, 2001). In 
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2002, Ridgeway gold mine (Newcrest Mining Limited) started using SLC (Brunton, 2009) with an 
annual production of 5 MT in 2002-2003 (Power, 2004b). Another Newcrest Mining limited gold 
mine, Telfer, started using SLC in 2006 (Jamieson, 2012). Perseverance nickel mine in Western 
Australia also used SLC for production, and the mine produced 1.5 million tonnes of nickel ore (grade 
1.93%) in 2003 (Booth et al., 2004). Table 3.2 summarises the mines which used SLC as the primary 
mining method. 

Table 3.2  List of past SLC operations 

Mine Company  Location Layout Deposit 
Big Bell Harmony Gold Western Australia, 

Australia  
Longitudinal Gold 

Chenchao Not Found China Longitudinal Iron  
Craigmont  Craigmont Mines 

Limited 
Merritt, British 
Colombia, Canada 

Transverse and 
Longitudinal  

Copper 

Fosdalens Fosdalens Bergverk 
Grubekompani 

Fosdalen, Norway Longitudinal Iron 

Granduc Granduc Operating 
Company 

Stewart, British 
Colombia, Canada 

Transverse and 
Longitudinal 

Copper 

Grängesberg Grängesberg Iron 
AB 

Grängesberg, 
Sweden 

Transverse Iron  

Hongtou shan  Fushun 
Hongtoushan Ltd. 

Qingyuan, Liaoning 
province, China 

Longitudinal Copper 

Kidd Creek  Texasgulf Metals 
Company 

Timmins, Ontario, 
Canada 

Not found Copper-Zinc 

Langmuir  Noranda Mines 
Ltd./ INCO Metals 
Co. 

Timmins, Ontario, 
Canada 

Not found Nickel 

Little Stobie  INCO Metals 
Company 

Sudbury, Ontario, 
Canada 

Not found Not found 

Meishan Not found Jiangsu province, 
China 

Not found Iron 

Murry  INCO Metals 
Company 

Sudbury, Ontario, 
Canada 

Not found Nickel-
Copper 

Norita  Noranda Mines 
Limited 

Matagami, 
Quebec, Canada 

Longitudinal Copper 

Orchan  Noranda Mines 
Limited 

Matagami, 
Quebec, Canada 

Not found Not found 

Pea Ridge Pea Ridge Iron Ore 
Company, INC. 

Sullivan, Mussori, 
USA 

Longitudinal Iron 

Perseverance WMC Resource Ltd. Leinster, Western 
Australia, Australia 

Transverse Nickel 

Ridgeway Newcrest Mining 
Limited 

Cadia valley, NSW, 
Australia 

Transverse Copper-
Gold 

Xiaoguanzhuang Not found Laiwu, Shandong 
province, China 

Not found Iron 
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3.3 Future SLC mines 
Table 3.3 summarises the mines which plans to use SLC as the primary mining method in the future. 
Trojan nickel mine located at Bindura in the Mashonaland Central Province of Zimbabwe, 100km 
northeast of the capital Harare, will start the production of ore with SLC by the end of 2016 (SRK 
consulting, 2013). Zeta underground mine in Botswana will also use SLC starting by 2016 with an 
expected mine production of 1.5 million tons per year at 1.2% copper grade (Discovery Metals 
Limited, 2014).  

Syama mine, Mali, has also decided to use SLC as the primary mining method to extract an 
underground gold deposit (Resolute Mining Limited, 2014). The Syama Gold Project is located in the 
south of Mali, West Africa, approximately 30km from the Côte d’Ivoire border and 300km southeast 
of the capital Bamako. It will produce 2 MTPA to replace the current open pit production. Tinyag 
mine, Peru, owned by Los Quenuales S.A., also plans to employ longitudinal SLC to extract its 
polymetallic ore deposit (Cordova, 2008).  

Table 3.3  List of future SLC operations  

Mine Company  Location Layout Deposit Status 
Syama Resolute Mining 

Limited 
South of Mali, West 
Africa 

To be planned Gold Future 

Tingyag Los Quenuales 
S.A 

Western range of 
Andes, Peru 

Longitudinal and 
Transverse 

Zinc Future 

Trojan Bindura Nickel 
Corporation 

Bindura, 
Mashonaland, 
Zimbabwe 

To be planned  Nickel Future 

Zeta Mining Plus Pty 
Limited 

Bostawana Transverse Copper Future 
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4 Ore Flow Principles and Methods in SLC 

4.1 Basic Theory of Granular Flow 
The flow of granular material in silos and bins has been studied using both mathematical equations 
and laws of physics (Kvapil, 1965a-b). The principle of granular flow was based on the effect of 
gravity and the constant tendency for material to move downward, and was termed as gravity flow 
principles (Kvapil, 1965a). The concepts of granular flow in silos and bins have been used to explain 
the flow behaviour of blasted rings in SLC (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966). The granular flow of material in 
SLC is generally described in terms of flow ellipsoids, as shown in Figure 4.1. The theory of ellipsoids 
of motion and gravity flow in SLC was introduced by Janelid and Kvapil (1966) and is based on results 
from their study of material flow in two-dimensional small-scale models.  

 

Figure 4.1  Flow ellipsoid for granular material (Kvapil, 2004) 

The ellipsoid theory was developed by Kvapil (1965a, 2004) as a result of his experiments on sandbox 
models. These models were designed as layers of white and black granular material packed in a 
transparent plastic box, as shown in Figure 4.2 (Kvapil, 1982; Kvapil, 2004). 

 

Figure 4.2  Phases of Extraction in Sandbox model (Kvapil, 1982) 

As shown in Figure 4.1, material flow is divided into ellipsoids of extraction and ellipsoids of 
loosening (Kvapil, 2004). The ellipsoid of extraction defines the original position of the volume of 
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material extracted from the draw point; the ellipsoid of loosening defines the original position of the 
volume of material that has moved. Hence, the boundary of the ellipsoid of loosening represents the 
limit of the movement of material (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966). As material is drawn from the draw 
point, the material inside the ellipsoid of extraction comes out of the draw point (Kvapil, 1965a). At 
this point, the material inside the ellipsoid of loosening replaces the void created in the ellipsoid of 
extraction. The size and eccentricity of the two ellipsoids changes as more material is drawn from the 
draw point.  

The results obtained from the sandbox model also show differences in velocity vector for different 
particles based on their position inside the ellipsoid. The particle at the centre of the draw has the 
highest velocity, and is reduced proportionally as the particle position change towards the boundary, 
and becomes zero at the boundary of the ellipsoid of loosening (Kvapil, 2004). Particles with the 
same velocity form an elliptic shape in a plane and an ellipsoidal shape in three dimensions (Figure 
4.3). 

 

Figure 4.3  Velocity distribution and velocity ellipsoid (Kvapil, 2004) 

An ellipsoid is described by its eccentricity, and this is defined by the major and minor axes of the 
ellipsoid. As shown in Figure 4.1, the height of the ellipsoid of loosening is 2.5 times the height of the 
ellipsoid of extraction. The eccentricity and size of the ellipsoid is influenced by the property of the 
material being loaded (Kvapil, 1965b). In general, the smaller the particle size, the thinner the 
ellipsoid. The eccentricity of the ellipsoids on the other hand depends on various factors, including 
the shape of the particle (spherical or irregular), roughness of the particle surface, density, material 
strength, moisture content, fines percentage, and extraction rate of the material (Kvapil, 1965b; 
Kvapil, 2004). The ability of material to flow is described in terms of the mobility of the granular 
material, where greater mobility signifies easier flow of materials, as shown in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4  Eccentricity as function of mobility of material (Kvapil, 2004) 

Another theory of granular flow is the Drop hypothesis (Bermark, 1975 in Kuchta, 2002). The theory 
assumes that a particle moves in a straight line from its initial location to the draw point as material 
is drawn from the draw point (Bermark, 1975 in Kuchta, 2002). Two force vectors are applied on each 
particle, the gravitational force component towards the draw point and the resisting force 
component from surrounding material away from the draw point, as shown in Figure 16 (Bergmark, 
1975 in Kuchta, 2002). The theory can be translated into the Bergmark-Roos equation (Equation 4.1) 
(Bergmark, 1975 in Kuchta, 2002): 

𝑠𝑠(𝛼𝛼)  =  𝑠𝑠1 ∗  [(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼 –  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼) / (1 –  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼)]                                                Equation 4.1 
 
s - travel distance 
α - travel angle 
αG - maximum angle at which the broken rock does not flow 
s1 - height of the extraction draw body 
 
Using the above equation, the shape of the extraction of the draw body is constructed, as shown in 
Figure 4.5. Kuchta (2002) improved the Bergmark-Roos equation by considering a non-zero opening 
width. The theory predicts the maximum width of the draw is attained at the upper part of the draw 
body (Kuchta, 2002). Equation 4.1 shows the draw body width continues to increase as extraction 
height increases because of the basic assumption of the linear movement of particles towards the 
draw point. The width of the draw body will increase to its maximum value at a defined extraction 
height, and will thereafter be constant the extraction height increases further (Rustan, 2000). This 
means that the drop hypothesis is not applicable at high extraction heights, as in block caving 
operations, but the theory remains relevant for smaller extraction heights, as in SLC.  
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Figure 4.5  Drop hypothesis based draw body shape (Kuchta, 2002) 

4.2 Physical Models 
In this field, physical models refer to small scale experiments conducted in the laboratory to simulate 
flow behaviour of material in caving operations. Such experiments provide insights in granular flow 
under varying flow conditions (Janelid, 1972). The main objective for the physical models is to 
identify factors that affect material flow and to determine extent of how these factors influence 
material flow (Power, 2004a; Halim, 2006).  

4.2.1 Results from Early Physical Models 
Early physical models (Casper, 1960; Finkel and Skalare, 1963 in Brunton, 2009; Airey, 1965; Free, 
1970; Janelid, 1972) provided a basic understanding of parameters such as sublevel height, drift 
spacing, burden, ring inclination, drift dimension, fragmentation size and excavation techniques. 
These early physical models were limited to two dimensional flows, where extraction and loosening 
ellipsoids were monitored through Perspex glass, as material was drawn from the bottom of the 
models. The results showed the ellipsoidal nature of flow and provided information on the shape and 
size of the ellipsoids (Casper, 1960; Finkel and Skalare in Brunton, 2009; 1963; Airey, 1965; Free, 
1970; Janelid, 1972).  

The early physical models found the following: 

1. An increase in angle of inclination for the rings towards the caved material was found to result in 
an increase in the eccentricity of the ellipsoids of extraction and loosening (Finkel and Skalare, 
1963, in Brunton, 2009). One test showed the angle between caved waste and ore was 70o 
(Rednelli, 1963 in Brunton, 2009).  

2. Finer sized material was found to have better mobility, it was filtered more quickly and it moved 
faster than coarser sized material (Kvapil, 1965b). For high density ore, Kvapil (2004) states that 
fragmented ore are heavier than caved rock and hence, have a faster flow. 
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3. Physical models of different scales were created to understand the effect of model scale 
(Haglund, 1968 in Brunton; 2009). Three different scales (1:10, 1:50 and 1:100) were created and 
single tests were performed on each scale limiting the scope of the experiment. In a repeat 
experiment performed by Power (2004), a 15% difference in the measured parameters was 
observed between the largest (1:10) and the smallest (1:100) model. 

4. When the results of physical models were compared with to full scale field experiments, the 
physical model results showed a narrower, higher and more evenly shaped draw body compared 
to the draw body shape based on marker recovery from actual blasted rings (Janelid, 1972).  

4.2.2 Results from Improved Physical Models 
A drawback of the early physical models was the inability to simulate actual material properties in 
blasted rings (Janelid, 1972; Panczakiewicz, 1977; Alfrod, 1978; Stazhevskii, 1996; Gustafsson, 1998; 
Kosowan, 1999). Improved physical models attempt at simulating properties such as actual 
fragmentation distribution, bulk density (i.e. degree of compaction of ore and waste), friction, 
cohesion properties and stress distribution within the material volume (Brunton, 2009; Wimmer, 
2010). 

The main knowledge derived from the improved physical models is as follows:  

1. Bulk density and fragmentation variation in physical models were studied by Panczakiewicz 
(1977). In these studies, two and three dimensional small scale models were constructed based 
on Mount Isa SLC mine design at a model scale of 1:50. Three types of compaction, namely un-
compacted, light and heavy, were applied to simulate the bulk density of blasted material and 
overlying caved materials. The results showed arching when compacted material was drawn 
(Panczakiewicz, 1977 in Brunton, 2009). The flow behaviour for compacted material was 
significantly different from that of un-compacted material, with extreme cases showing a 
stoppage of flow above the arch (Panczakiewicz, 1977 in Brunton, 2009). An increase in bulk 
density by compaction resulted in increased ‘angle of influence’ (angle constructed along the 
outside of ellipsoid of loosening). These experiments provided insight into complex material 
properties and their effects in actual mining situations (Brunton, 2009).  

2. Stazhevskii (1996) performed a detailed investigation of the influence of inhomogeneous blasted 
rock material. It was found that bulk density and the presence of oversized material had 
significant impact on the material flow behaviour and the entry of dilution into the ellipsoid of 
extraction and, consequently, at the draw point. The results suggested that the uniform 
systematic flow pattern observed in early physical models was an exception and that, in general, 
material flow in SLC is chaotic and non-uniform (Stazhevskii, 1996).  

3. Markenzon (1967) described the slot creation phenomenon observed during the blasting of a 
ring. In this theory, a slot is formed as the burden moved forward and compressed the caved 
material during blasting. The slot is filled by waste from overlying caved material, causing 
dilution at the draw point, as shown in Figure 4.6 (Stazhevskii, 1996). Stazhevskii (1996) argued 
the waste material enters this slot and forms a layer of broken rock, non-uniform in composition 
and density and with unknown thickness and boundaries. This helps explain the pulsating waste 
flow behaviour in SLC. Gustafsson (1998) disagreed with this explanation and provides another 
theory related with blasting and full scale field experiments related with pulsating waste inflow 
in SLC.  
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Figure 4.6  Slot creation and waste entry in SLC ring (Stazhevskii, 1996) 

4. Kosowan (1999) used physical models at a scale of 1:48 (830mm by 790mm by 1140mm) to 
simulate mining conditions at the SLC operations in the Stobie mine. The physical models were 
made of Plexiglas filled with white quartz, pink quartz and black gabbro to represent ore, waste 
and cap rock, from bottom to top, respectively. He concluded that high recovery is dependent 
on strong vertical flow. Strong vertical flow is primarily influenced by steep ring gradient and 
wide draw points (Kosowan, 1999). A steep ring gradient needs to be supported by a large 
burden to achieve improved ore recovery (Kosowan, 1999). A large burden prevents the waste 
from the wall from entering the draw point early in the loading process (Kosowan, 1999). Wide 
draw points increase the width of the mass flow zone and provide strong vertical flow (Kvapil, 
1965a; Kosowan, 1999; Kvapil, 2004). Kosowan (1999) also found particle size and uniformity of 
the ore column and waste rock can cause the ore recovery results to vary significantly, while the 
size of waste rock changes the flow pattern.   

5. A small-scale experiment at a scale of 1:30 was conducted based on Kiirunavaara SLC geometry 
to investigate the impact of ore particle size (5mm and 20mm), extraction method (centre versus 
alternative sides) and drift shape (flat versus arched) on granular flow (ICSII, 2003). The results 
showed that smaller particle size will produce narrower extraction zones (ICSII, 2003). The width 
of draw body was found to be smaller than drift spacing, and the depth of draw was greater than 
the ring burden for 100% extraction (ICSII, 2003). The study found no differences in extraction 
methods or drift shapes (ICSII, 2003).    

6. Rustan (1990) simulated the blasting and loading of SLC on a scale of 1:75. A mixture of two-
thirds coarse magnetite and one-third fine magnetite was mixed with cement, water and 
crushed microscope glass plates which acted like a natural plane of weakness (Rustan, 1990). 
Limestone was used to simulate waste rock (Rustan, 1990). The results from blasting showed 
over break effects at the breakage surface and variations in waste rock content during loading 
simulation (Rustan, 1990). Rustan (1990) concluded that weak planes in the natural rock play an 
important role in fragmentation size distribution and must be accommodated in physical 
models. Future physical models should include small scale blasting to better understand the 
complex behaviour of granular flow in SLC (Rustan, 2000).  
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4.2.3 Recent Physical Models 
Early small-scale physical models could not completely address issues of similitude such as scale of 
the model compared to actual ore geometry (Alford, 1978; Gustafsson, 1998; Power, 2004a), model 
design (Gustafsson, 1998) or material properties (Janelid, 1975; Panczakiewicz, 1977; Alford, 1978 
Stazhevskii, 1996; Gustafsson, 1998; Kosowan, 1999; Hustrulid, 2000). Two recent physical models 
have however addressed these issues (Power 2004a; Halim 2006).  

Mandel (1963) argued that physical experiments are based on the probability of changing the scales 
of length, time and force without changing the equations describing the underlying mechanism. In 
more recent work, Power (2004a) and Halim (2006) use a model scale of 1:30 to conduct their 
experiments. The physical models are fitted with markers to reveal the growth of the ellipsoids of 
extraction (Power, 2004a; Halim, 2006).  

Power (2004a) concludes that particle size has significant effect on the height and width of draw 
envelopes. The results also show that 2D physical models are insufficient in analog modelling of the 
flow. Kvapil’s ellipsoid theory could be used for flow modelling if a link can be established between 
eccentricity of the ellipse and particle size for specific flow conditions (Power, 2004a). Power (2004a) 
compares the full scale marker trials with physical models and concludes that an appropriately 
scaled, well-constructed and operated physical model can also fail to simulate depth of draw when 
matched with marker trials. Power (2004a) states that physical models provide information for best 
case situations where the mine has evenly fragmented and readily mobile flow conditions. Power 
(2004a) concludes that the present physical models cannot be used to reliably predict depth of draw, 
height of draw and recovery for current SLC geometry.  

Halim (2006) simulated four draw points in the physical models to understand the behaviour of 
interactive draw, among other objectives. It is concluded that Laubscher’s interactive draw theory is 
inapplicable in current mining conditions. The sandbox models used to simulate interactivity are 
unrealistic and unable to simulate the properties of actual blasted materials (Halim, 2006). Drift 
spacing less than the width of draw does not result in draw overlap, but a boundary is formed at the 
intersection when consecutive draw is performed, as shown in Figure 4.7 (Halim, 2006).  
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Figure 4.7  Plane boundary results from physical models (Halim, 2006) 

The results of Halim’s work show that the extraction and loosening zones widen as the draw height 
increases, thus contradicting the past literature which says the width becomes constant quickly after 
it reaches a certain dimension (Halim, 2006). The draw point widths currently used, have no effect on 
the width of the extraction zone or the ellipsoids (Halim, 2006). This too contradicts the literature 
(Kvapil, 1982; Kvapil, 2004) which states that an increase in draw point width will increase the width 
of the extraction zone. Although marker trials at Kiirunavaara show increased ore recovery with an 
increase in the width of the draw points (Quinteiro et al., 2001b), Halim (2006) concluded that 
optimum draw point spacing is an economic decision; while small spacing will produce better 
recovery and low dilution, it will also increase the capital cost.  

4.3 Large Scale Field and Marker Trial Experiments 
Large scale field and marker trial experiments have been performed in various SLC operations to 
understand the flow behaviour and to validate prediction flow models and physical modelling results. 
The experiments have been conducted in various Swedish, Chinese, Canadian and Australian mines 
over the last five decades (Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009; Wimmer, 2010; Wimmer et al., 2012). The 
experiments mostly use markers installed in the burden volume of the ring (Burnton, 2009). Test 
holes are drilled in the burden and markers are installed inside the holes. The markers used for the 
test are plastic or metal and designed to simulate material density (Power, 2004a). The markers are 
detected in the material handling systems and compared to the amount of tonnage extracted and 
with the initial marker position. The shape of the extraction zone can then be determined (Power, 
2004a).  

The results from marker trials have provided details on the development and final shape of the 
extraction zone. They are used to validate prediction models and understand the flow behaviour of 
material in SLC operations (Wimmer, 2010). Marker trials do not provide information about the 
movement zone; this is generally predicted through prediction models and physical experiments. But 
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they provide input into mine design, for example, helping to determine mine design dimensions for 
increased ore recovery and reduced dilution (Gustafsson, 1998).  

Power (2004a) stated that an ideal marker should simulate the flow behaviour of the cave material. A 
marker should be individually identifiable and robust enough to survive blasting and granular flow 
(Power, 2004a). Initial marker trials used plastic made markers (Janelid, 1972); later modified to 
plastic markers filled with wood or ventilation pipes (Gustafsson, 1998).  Steel markers were used 
next, as they could be separated using magnetic separation resulting in better recovery than the 
visual identification and separation method used for plastic markers (Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009). 
Brunton (2009) describes a prototype for Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based markers at 
draw points in the LHD buckets. Steffen and Kuiper (2010) list the benefits of electronic markers over 
steel markers as the following:  

1. Detection is logged and time marked at the time of detection, providing better resolution of 
overall data. 

2. The exact sequence of markers is logged, providing a better understanding of material flow for 
the blasted ring. 

3. The study can be maintained over longer periods as manual collection is not required and 
research staff does not need to be present throughout the loading process. 

4. The process does not hamper regular production operations.  

Field experiments also rely on visual observations in the cave and cavities. Visual recording provides 
information on flow behaviour related to material mobility and blasting efficiency (Power, 2004a; 
Selldén and Pierce, 2004; Wimmer et al., 2012). For example, geo-referenced 3D images, from 
cavities and previous rings at Kiirunavaara mine when there are openings (i.e. a void or gap formed 
between the draw point brow and the muck pile extending up from the draw point) at the draw 
point and during hang-ups, provide visual evidence of flow behaviour (Wimmer et al., 2012a). Power 
(2004b) has made similar observations about dilution entry in the Ridgeway mine, Australia. The 
results and basic parameters of six major series of field and marker trial experiments in SLC are 
discussed below.  

4.3.1 Grängesberg Field and Marker Trial Experiments  
Marker trials were performed during 1969-1970 at different sublevels in Timmergruvan mine 
(Janelid, 1972). In this mine, the magnetite ore body had a dip of 60 ͦ-70  ͦ and a width of 20-25m. 
Sublevel height was 7 to 13m, with drift dimensions of 3.3m width and 3.2m height. A total of 23 
blasts with ring tonnage varying between 500 to 1000 tons using a total of 12,628 plastic markers 
were studied (Janelid, 1972). The markers were placed in holes drilled down from upper levels. They 
were restricted to the upper part of the ring, and about 70% were recovered.  

The design flaws of the experiment are described by Gustafsson (1998) as follows: 

1. Grouping of the marker data into 100-ton intervals resulted in loss of information and loss on 
the shape of the draw body, producing inaccurate results.  

2.  Ore and waste density was assumed constant for the blast, but these values can vary from ring 
to ring. This inaccuracy is an inherent issue with any mining method and not a model fault. Ore-
waste density cannot be calibrated for every ring during operations and, hence, such 
assumptions are valid for experiments.  
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3. An assumed swell of 20% overestimated actual mining conditions in SLC. 
4. Markers were placed only in the upper part of the ring.  
5. Volume calculation was done on only one plane and the spatial reality was ignored.  

A second set of tests took place in 1975 using 100 plastic tubes (1m long, 2.5cm in diameter) and 50 
painted car tires as markers (Gustafsson, 1998). The markers were placed at the drift floor of upper 
levels. The recovery is shown in Figure 4.8. The test was insufficient and yielded few results.  

 

Figure 4.8  Inferred marker paths in second Grängesberg test (Gustafsson 1998) 

Effect on draw control strategy: The results from the Grängesberg marker trials showed a clear 
correlation between the draw body shape and flow disturbances (Janelid, 1972). The shapes agreed 
with field observations of hang-ups, boulders and unsymmetrical draw (Janelid, 1972). This provided 
incentive to improve blasting practices in order to reduce boulders and hang-ups. The apex of motion 
was found to be at 0.5 m from the mining front (Janelid, 1972). The maximum width and height of 
the draw body were found to be similar to that suggested by the mine design (Janelid, 1972). The 
results also showed the model scale draw shape to be slightly higher and narrower than actual 
results, as shown in Figure 4.9 (Janelid, 1972). Another observation on draw shape was an inverted 
drop at 60-70% of extraction. The draw shape provided guidance for tonnage to be extracted to 
increase ore recovery while not increasing dilution. The experiments led to the formulation of 
recommendations on mine design, especially spacing and sublevel intervals. 
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Figure 4.9  Comparison of full-scale results to model results (Janelid, 1972) 

4.3.2 Kiirunavaara Field and Marker Trial Experiments 
The Kiirunavaara iron ore mine has been the site of four field and marker trial experiments over the 
last four decades. The first field experiment was performed during 1966-1967 for 183 rings with 
different mine design properties (Haglund, 1968 in Gustafsson, 1998). The experiment studied 
sublevel height variations (9m to 13.5m), ring inclination (70 ͦ to 90 ͦ) and number of blast holes (12 to 
14). The monitored rings represented 2% of the total production of the mine (limited details about 
the experiments are available). The results indicated best recovery at a ring inclination of 80 ͦ, 1.8m 
burden and 12 blast holes (Haglund, 1968 in Gustafsson, 1998). A second set of field experiments 
was conducted during 1993-1994; in these experiments, chemical compositions and boulder 
frequencies as a function of mucked tonnage were measured for 90 rings (Gustafsson, 1998). The 
tests lacked markers and little information about the material mixing was provided, but the 
researchers obtained a large cross correlation between ring parameters and observed variables 
(Gustafsson, 1998). The results also provided positive proof of waste rock pulsation in the draw point 
for SLC (Gustafsson, 1998).  

Gustafsson (1998) describes full scale marker trial experiments conducted at Kiirunavaara mine from 
1995-1997. These experiments sought to understand material flow and draw shape in SLC. 24 rings 
placed in four production drifts were monitored using 991 markers (Gustafsson, 1998). 32% of the 
total markers were recovered through visual detection during the experiments Figure 4.10. The trial 
investigated the influence of mine design, blast design and loading procedure on ore recovery, 
dilution and flow behaviour (Gustafsson, 1998). It also studied the effect of different draw point 
widths (7m and 11m) and burden (3m and 3.5m). The results were used to explain the problems 
associated with pulsating waste flow and brow notching (Gustafsson, 1998). The results also 
indicated a palm and Figure shaped draw body instead of a regular ellipsoidal shape (Gustafsson, 
1998).  

Quinteiro et al. (2001b) describes the effect on ore recovery and dilution due to change in mine 
design parameters. An increase in the production drift width from 7 to 11m resulted in increased ore 
recovery from 72% to 79% (Quinteiro et al., 2001b). A reduction in dilution was observed when the 
delay between the inner and outer holes was 300ms for a blasted ring (Quinteiro et al., 2001b). 
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Finally, ore recovery was affected when burden was increased from 3 to 3.5m. The ore recovery for 
3m burden was 104% with the final extraction percentage for the ring being 127% and the ore 
recovery for 3.5m burden was 72% with the final extraction percentage being 101% (Quinteiro et al., 
2001b).  

 

Figure 4.10  Marker recovery from 24 rings (Larsson, 1998) 

New marker trials are being conducted at the Kiirunavaara mine using improved technology for 
marker installation and detection (Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). The current trials use smart 
markers which can provide better resolution of data (Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). Nearly 2000 
smart markers have been installed in a total of 10 rings. Data was also collected on fragmentation 
using 3D image analysis software (Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). The initial results show a 
correlation (R2 = 0.63) between bucket weight and fragmentation (Wimmer et al., 2015). Ore and 
waste at Kiirunavaara mine have different densities; the mine exploits this, and bucket weights are 
used for draw point monitoring (Gustafson et al., 2013; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). Flow 
disturbance is indirectly related to large boulders (in the study by Wimmer, a boulder is greater than 
0.7m) and sudden outflow after the release of temporary hang-ups (Wimmer et al., 2015). The 
results show a shallow draw and early entry of dilution from above levels, and a deeper draw is 
established at around 70-90% extraction rates (Wimmer et al., 2015). The results suggest the ability 
to regain normal flow becomes difficult once flow is disturbed; therefore, production systems need 
to mitigate any disturbed flow quickly by various means such as penetrating further into the draw 
point (Wimmer et al. 2015). 

Effect on draw control strategy: The marker trials at Kiirunavaara have provided critical details about 
SLC operation in terms of mine design, flow behaviour, dilution and recovery. The results prove the 
importance of reduced burden, optimised blasting delay patterns and increased draw point width. 
The optimisation of these mine design parameters leads to a direct improvement in ore recovery 
(Quinteiro et al., 2001b). The marker trials also yield detailed information on the pulsating behaviour 
of waste at the draw point (Gustafsson, 1998). The two concepts of dilution entry, namely shallow 
draw (Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Brunton, 2009; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014) and cavity formation 
(Gustafsson, 1998; Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2000), have evolved from the Kiirunavaara trials. It also 
provides information on the relevance and efficiency of various prediction models (Gustafsson, 1998; 
Sellden and Pierce, 2004). It suggest fragmentation plays a major role in ore recovery for SLC; hence, 
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mine design and ring design parameters must be experimented with to improve fragmentation 
(Wimmer et al. 2015). The last two trials show the inefficiency of ellipsoidal based prediction models 
for predicting the actual draw shape (Gustafsson, 1998; Wimmer et al., 2015). Finally, the trial results 
underline the importance of a dynamic draw control strategy which is not dependent on gravity flow 
principles (near ellipsoidal draw shapes) described by Kvapil (1965) and depend on field production 
data.  

4.3.3 Chenchao, Longtan and Meishan Marker Trial Experiments 
Full-scale marker trial experiments were conducted at Chinese iron and copper SLC mines during the 
period of 1975 to 1985, as summarised by Gustafsson (1998). In 1975, Chenchao iron ore mines 
conducted the first test with four marker rings in each blasted ring burden (Gustafsson, 1998). Each 
marker rings had seven holes but details on the type and number of markers are not available. The 
study used marker position and tonnage extraction data to define the draw body shape (Gustafsson, 
1998). The study found an ellipsoidal shape for the draw body (Gustafsson, 1998).  

A second series of marker trials were conducted at the Hebei copper mine company in ore body 2, 
the Longtan iron ore mine, in 1976-1977 (Gustafsson, 1998). The mine had low grade magnetite with 
a density of 3800 kg/cubic metre. The ore dipped at 80 ͦ-90 ,ͦ and ore width varied from 30 to 50m. 
The draw point dimensions were 3.3m wide and 3.2m high with ring heights of 50m, i.e. over two 
sublevels (Gustafsson, 1998). Eight rings with ring inclination of 90o and burden of 1m were blasted 
simultaneously, extracting a total of 32000 tons (Gustafsson, 1998). A total of 3520 markers were 
installed in 177 marker holes. Diameters for the wood filled plastic tubes were 45mm to 55mm and 
diameters for ventilation pipes were 25mm to 50mm. Test holes were drilled from lower sublevels 
with 9 to 12 holes per rings and 18 to 19 holes per ring were drilled from higher levels. Each hole 
contained 4, 8 or 12 markers separated by 0.5m wood lengths; markers were placed in the correct 
position using clay and drill hole plugs (Gustafsson, 1998). Visual methods were used to detect the 
markers at the draw point. The results showed an ellipsoidal shape, but Gustafsson (1998) inferred 
that the raw data showed a drop shaped draw body, as shown in Figure 4.11. The final draw depth of 
draw was noted to be 7m. The final draw width and height was 12m and 54m respectively. The 
burden selection of 1m was not considered a normal SLC burden, and as data from the experiments 
were not stored, no future research could be built on the experiments (Gustafsson, 1998). 

 

Figure 4.11  Longtan mine trial result in Gustafsson (1998) 
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A third set of marker trials was conducted at the Meishan iron mine in 1982. Each marker plane 
consisted of five holes. Forty-two marker holes were drilled (Gustafsson, 1998), and 1203 markers 
were installed. The sublevel interval was 12m; drift spacing was 10m for a production drift that were 
4m wide and 3m high. The extraction zone measured during the trial was not ellipsoidal (Gustafsson, 
1998).  

Effect on draw control strategy: The Chenchao, Longtan and Meishan marker trials did not provide 
any new findings. The marker trials were aimed at understanding flow behaviour in the SLC mines in 
China (Gustafsson, 1998).  

4.3.4 Stobie Field Experiments 
Kosowan (1999) describes a series of full-scale experiments at the Stobie mine from January to 
March 1996. Mine design was studied for sublevel intervals of 21m and 31m, as shown in Table 4.1. 
The mine increased the draw point width and height for the production drift to accommodate an 
increase in sublevel interval from 21m to 31m. The mine also increased the drift spacing.  

Table 4.1  Mine design studied by Kosowan (1999) 

21 m Layout 

Sublevel Interval 21.34m Draw point Spacing 12.19 

Draw point Width 4.42m Ring Gradient 80  ͦ

Draw point Height 4.27m Ring Burden 2.74 

31m Layout 

Sublevel Interval 30.48m Draw point Spacing 15.24 

Draw point Width 5.49m Ring Gradient 80  ͦ

Draw point Height 4.88m Ring Burden 2.74 

The experiments did not use any markers; instead, visual estimation of ore and waste was done for 
draw point monitoring (Kosowan, 1999). Drilling practices, blast design, draw point dimension and 
excavation techniques were studied (Kosowan, 1999). The collection of data for fragmentation 
analysis was done by taking photographs of the muck pile. The results showed that for a 21m 
sublevel interval an average recovery of 78% was observed, while for a 31m sublevel interval a 
recovery of 65% was observed (Kosowan, 1999). The study identified poor fragmentation as a reason 
for poor recovery. It made recommendations to improve blasting design and pattern and 
recommendations for mine design, advising the mine to stick to the 21m layout (Kosowan, 1999). 
Pre-charging of rings was not advised as this would go against Ontario labour laws (Kosowan, 1999). 
The study recommended charging one ring at a time and use two primers per hole to increase 
blasting efficiency (Kosowan, 1999).  

Effect on draw control strategy: The Stobie field experiments show a clear correlation between poor 
fragmentation and ore recovery and underline the importance of good fragmentation (Kosowan, 
1999). It also provide positive proof of the value of wider draw point dimensions and make key 
recommendations on blasting design and pattern (Kosowan, 1999). A sound draw point monitoring 
system helps in analysing the effect of change in different mine design and blasting parameters and 
is advised for SLC operations (Kosowan, 1999).  
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4.3.5 Ridgeway Marker Trial Experiments 
More recently, full-scale marker trial experiments were conducted at the Ridgeway mine, 2002-2006 
(Power, 2004a; Power, 2004b; Brunton, 2009; Brunton et al., 2010). The objective was to understand 
the draw body shape, the nature of interactive draw, flow behaviour, ore recovery and dilution. Steel 
pipe markers were 250mm long and had a diameter of 42mm to match the mean fragment size of 
the material being loaded (Power, 2004a). The design had two to three marker planes for a ring 
burden of 2.6m Figure 4.12  2D and 3D view of marker planes (a,b) and results for two rings 
(Brunton et al., 2010)Figure 4.12. A total of 70 individual trials were conducted. Initial marker 
recovery was done using visual detection and magnetic separation during the handling process 
(Power, 2004a), but the detection method was later changed to just magnetic separation to increase 
marker recovery (Brunton, 2009).  

 

Figure 4.12  2D and 3D view of marker planes (a,b) and results for two rings (Brunton et al., 2010) 

The results indicated the draw body shape was not ellipsoidal (Power, 2004a), with the width and 
depth less than predicted by previous physical modelling experiments (Power, 2004a). The initial 
draw shape was narrow but deepened as the extraction ratio increased (Power, 2004a). The results 
also provided proof of dilution being introduced from above, not behind the ring (Power, 2004a-b). 
The study found no sign of interactive draw as described by Bull and Page (2000). An episodic flow of 
material was observed (Figure 4.12), with material flowing from different parts of the ring (Brunton, 
2009). In addition, the fragmentation was finer initially, up to a 20 to 30% extraction ratio, becoming 
coarser after that, up to 80% after which it could become even coarser; that said, it could become 
finer when ore was flowing from upper levels. In this experiment, the primary recovery for the rings 
was 59% and the combined recovery was 75% (Power, 2004a).  

Clout (2004) (in Brunton, 2009) concludes that blast powder factor, explosive sleep time and number 
of blast holes have no major effect on the primary recovery. But based on additional independent 
analysis, Brunton (2004) suggests a trend between blast powder factor and primary recovery 
(Brunton, 2009). Brunton (2009) also suggests that an increased number of blast holes improves 
primary recovery and increases overall recovery. Also, the ore recovery from marker planes farther 
from the mining front decreases with a decreased number of blast holes (Brunton, 2009).  
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Effect on draw control strategy: The Ridgeway marker trial results have provided input for drill and 
blast designs for SLC mines. The Self Organizing Map (SOM) analysis performed by Brunton (2009) 
shows that drilling and blasting parameters have a strong correlation with ore recovery. This does 
not mean that other draw point parameters are not important, but for a draw control study, a 
relatively constant drill and blast design is preferable. The results also show early entry of dilution 
(Power, 2004a) which contradicts the Bull and Page (2000) model of delaying dilution to increase ore 
recovery. As pointed out by Gustafsson (1998), the cyclic nature of dilution in SLC is an inherent 
property and an ideal draw control strategy needs to include this fact while designing the loading 
procedure. The results were used to calibrate prediction flow models and design draw control 
strategies for SLC operations in Australia (Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009). In addition, the experiment 
produced the recovery curves now used in the dilution bin draw control method (Power, 2004a; 
Jamieson, 2012).  

4.3.6 Perseverance marker trial experiments 
The Perseverance mine in Australia conducted a series of marker trials from 2002 to 2004 (Hollins 
and Tucker, 2004). A total of 1762 markers (steel pipes filled with concrete with diameter 42mm and 
length 250mm) were installed for a 3m burden in 1m interval marker ring planes. The trials were 
conducted in five production drifts on three different sublevels. The drift spacing was reduced from 
17.5m to 14.5m to determine the nature of interactive draw (Hollins and Tucker, 2004). The sublevel 
interval was 25m with draw point dimensions of 5.1m wide and 4.8m high. Markers were detected 
visually (53%) and then through magnetic separation (additional 20%) (Hollins and Tucker, 2004). No 
interactive draw was found when rings in adjacent drifts were monitored (Hollins and Tucker, 2004). 
The results showed early dilution from 11 to 25% for rings (Hollins and Tucker, 2004), findings similar 
to marker trial results at Ridgeway and Kiirunavaara. The trials indicated a maximum draw width of 
11.5m which means that ore at the toe and between drifts was not extracted (Hollins and Tucker, 
2004). Hang-ups had a negative effect on performance, with increased dilution after a hang-up 
event. Finally, mining areas where ore was left in the upper levels (high nickel levels during grade 
calls) performed better than areas where the metal was mined up to cut-off grades of 0.9% (Hollins 
and Tucker, 2004).  

Effect on draw control strategy: Draw control strategy based on an interactive draw will not increase 
ore recovery while reducing dilution, as stated by Bull and Page (2000). The Perseverance marker 
trial results reinforce the theory of early dilution entry in SLC and suggest that an increased 
development cost for interactive draw may not have a positive impact for the mine (Hollins and 
Tucker, 2004). Hang-ups and other loading issues need to be handled immediately for improved 
recovery and reduced dilution. A draw control strategy should optimise the cut-off and shut-off 
grades to improve ore recovery as observed by Booth et al. (2004). 

4.4 Mine Design and Theory of Gravity 
Hustrulid and Kvapil (2008) have summarised the development of mine design based on physical 
models and marker trial experiments and provide a tentative set of formulas for mine design as 
shown in Table 4.2. DT, WT and HT are maximum depth, width and height of ellipsoid of extraction in 
Kvapil (1982).  
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Table 4.2  Mine design (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008) 

Parameter Kvapil (1982) Bullock and 
Hustrulid (2001) 

Marker Trial results based on 
modified design by Hustrulid and 
Kvapil (2008) 

Burden <= DT/2 Where 
DT<=WT/2 

20 D for ANFO 
25D for energetic 
explosive based 
on bulk strength. 
D is hole 
diameter 

=2 Rd where Rd is damage radius 
(Hustrulid and Johnson, 2008) 

 

Rd = damage radius (m) 
rh = hole radius (m) 
P e Exp = explosion pressure for the 
explosive 
P e ANFO = explosion pressure for 
ANFO = 1600 MPa 
ρrock = rock density (g/cm3) 
2.65 =density of typical rock (g/cm3) 

Drift Spacing For extraction height 
<=18m : S =< WT/0.6  
> 18m : S< WT/0.65 

Sublevel height 
and drift 
geometry and 
side angles of 70o. 

2.4 Wd where Wd is the sublevel 
drift width 

Ring 
Inclination 

80  ͦ  70  ͦ to 80  ͦ  70  ͦ to 80  ͦ  

Sub level 
height 

2/3 HT Ability to drill and 
Hole diameter 

Based on ore recovery study and 
drilling ability 

Hole toe 
spacing 

Not mentioned = 1.3 Burden = 1.3 Burden 

Hole 
diameter 

Depends on machinery Depends on 
machinery 

Depends on machinery 

Width of 
draw point 

W´ +a -1.8 where W´ is 
theoretical width of 
ellipsoid, a is effective 
width of extraction based 
on brow shape 

Based on 
machinery 

Based on machinery 
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5 Resource Efficiency  

5.1 Introduction 
Sustainable development was defined in 1987 by the Bruntland Commission as ‘a system of 
development that meets the basic needs of all people without compromising the ability of the future 
generations to meet their own life sustaining needs’ (United Nations, 1987 in Laurence, 2011). The 
importance of sustainability in mining was discussed at the 1992 Rio Summit. Shortly thereafter, Von 
Below (1993) noted the impact of newer technology in the field of exploration and mining, including 
the importance of technological advancement to mitigate the impact of depleting mineral resources 
and environmental pollution.   

The Environment Protection Authority (EPA), Tasmania, describes resource efficiency as doing more 
with less - creating more value with less impact. This expands the definition of resource efficiency to 
include optimisation of the different processes with the objective of limiting the consumption of 
energy, water and material while reducing pollution and waste generation. This in, turn, can be 
converted into the dollar value of resources saved. The entire process should be a resource efficient 
approach to doing business. 

Laurence (2011) states that a mine has to be efficient in the way its resources are managed and 
extracted. This means that the various mining operations need to be improved to optimise resource 
extraction. Laurence (2011) discusses two practices of non-sustainable mining. A typical practice is 
mining ‘high grade ore’ for short term gains. This leads to increased profits in the short term but 
hampers the long term growth of the mine (Laurence, 2011).  

Dilution and ore loss play a very important role in mine economics, affecting mine profits and return 
on investment; dilution has a particularly amplified effect (Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1  Effect of dilution and ore loss on mine economics (Steffen and Kuiper, 2011) 

Hustrulid (2001) showed that: Elbronds (1994) showed that: 
A 5% decrease in ore grade results in a 15% loss 
of profit. 

A mine’s Net Present Value is halved if either of 
the following scenarios occurs: 
•Ore loss is 20% higher than expected, or 
•Ore grade is 10% lower than expected (e.g. 
dilution). 

A 5% increase in ore grade yields a greater 
improvement to profit than reducing mining 
costs by 5%. 

The above scenarios increase production costs by 
75%. 

SLC operation has an inherent dilution and ore recovery issue because of the constant mixing of ore 
and caved material. Optimisation of the loading process to maximise ore recovery while minimising 
dilution lies at the centre of resource conservation; it can reduce energy costs and the cost of 
processing waste. For the purpose of the report, resource efficiency for SLC has been defined as 
maximizing ore recovery and minimizing dilution.The scope of this chapter is limited to resource 
efficiency in SLC mines. It considers the following factors: 

1. Ore geometry and mine layout; 

2. Mine design (including ring design); 
3. Blasting (development and production blasting); 
4. Loading operation; 
5. Metals and commodity prices. 
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5.2 Ore Geometry and Mine Layout 
In SLC, mine geometry and layout are changed to accommodate ore geometry variations for 
improved ore recovery and reduced dilution (Cokayne, 1982; Bull and Page, 2000). Three aspects of 
ore geometry are ore footprint, ore inclination and ore grade. 

Ore footprint: The dimension of the ore in three directions is called the ore footprint. An ore body 
with a larger ore footprint has a potential for long term operation (Bullock and Hustrulid, 2001). Mine 
planning for an ore body with a larger footprint should include short term and long term production 
scheduling to increase ore recovery and reduce dilution (Kuchta et al., 2004). An ore body with 
smaller footprint requires a different mine planning strategy to extract all the ore from the ore body 
(Baase et al., 1982). To increase resource efficiency in SLC, mine planning should aim at recovering all 
of the ore from the ore body for both larger and smaller footprints. This can be handled by adopting 
a flexible mine layout. A longitudinal layout is best when the ore body is narrow or scattered (Player, 
2001). For example, Granduc mine uses a longitudinal and multi longitudinal layout to achieve better 
ore recovery for its narrow and scattered ore body (Hancock and Mattson, 1982). Such layouts can 
be used optimally for widths from 3.6m to 18m. Meanwhile, a transverse layout is used when the 
footprint is larger with a larger width, as in the case of the Kiirunavaara mine (Quinteiro et al., 
2001b). 

Ore inclination: In SLC, a decrease in ore inclination of a deposit can lead to a corresponding 
decrease in ore recovery and an increase in dilution (Cokayne, 1982). The natural downward 
movement tendency of material is met with more resisting force (Kvapil, 1965a; Cokayne, 1982; 
Kuchta, 2002) and early dilution entry of caved material (Laubscher, 1994). Resource efficiency for a 
flatly dipping ore body will be less as compared to a steeply dipping ore body. In order to increase 
resource efficiency for a flatly dipping ore body, the final extraction ratio for the rings needs to be 
increased and supported by strict loading procedures (Cokayne, 1982; Bull and Page, 2000). 
Individual case studies at Canadian SLC mines have practiced strict loading procedures to increase 
resource efficiency (Sarin, 1981).  

Ore grade: An ore body can consist of different grades of ore. To increase resource efficiency, both 
low and high grade ore should be mined (Laurence, 2011). This practice also extends the life of the 
mine and provides a continuous revenue stream for a longer period (Weber, 2005). Another practice 
is to optimise mining scheduling to control impurities (Kuchta et al., 2004). For an iron ore mine, for 
example, the phosphorus content sometimes replaces ore grades for the ore body. Optimisation 
techniques such as mixed integer programming are used to generate production schedules to 
incorporate variations in the ore body (Kuchta et al., 2004). Copper and nickel deposits often have 
mineralised waste. In such cases, resource efficiency can be increased by maintaining a dilution 
blanket which can be extracted later to increase ore recovery and extend the life of the mine (Page 
and Bull, 2001; Jamieson, 2012). 

5.3 Mine Design  
Mine design for a SLC mine takes into account three indirect aspects of resource efficiency, namely 
resource, energy and capital (Graedel and Allenby, 2003). An ideal mine design should reduce the 
cost of development by reducing the metric length of production drifts to be developed (Bullock and 
Husrulid, 2001). Mine design should increase ore recovery and reduce dilution (Kvapil, 2004). Table 
5.2 shows the effect of mine design on resource efficiency (RE).  
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Table 5.2  Effect of mine design on resource efficiency 

Parameter  Effect on resource efficiency 
Dimension 
of the drift 

Wider drift dimensions with flat brow shape results in wider ellipsoid of extraction 
and better flow conditions (Kvapil, 1965a-b; Kvapil, 1982; Janelid, 1975). The width of 
the drift is limited by pillar stability and supporting costs (Bull and Page, 2000). 
An optimal increase in drift dimension results in increased ore recovery (Quinteiro et 
al., 2001b), leading to improved resource efficiency. 

Drift 
spacing 

Ore loss around the side holes of a ring results in poor ore recovery (Quinteiro et al., 
2001b, Power, 2004a; Halim, 2006). Drift spacing is reduced to lessen the ore loss but 
reduced spacing results in increased development cost and reduced pillar stability 
(Kvapil, 1982; Laubscher, 1994; Power, 2004a; Halim, 2006).  
An optimal decrease in drift spacing results in increased ore recovery (Kvapil, 1982; 
Laubscher, 1994), leading to improved resource efficiency. 

Sublevel 
interval 

As sublevel interval decreases, the cost of development goes down and more ore can 
be accessed through the same number of draw points (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008). 
The sublevel height is limited by the height of the extraction ellipsoid and the blasting 
performance and an increase of sublevel height beyond the limits will result in 
increased dilution and reduced recovery (Kvapil, 1982; Kosowan, 1999). The level 
interval is also limited by the ability of the drill machines and hole deviation 
(Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014).  
An optimal increase in sublevel interval will result in reduced development cost and 
improved ore recovery (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008), leading to improved resource 
efficiency.      

Ring 
burden 

Marker trials results show the actual depth of the draw is less than current burden 
dimensions being used for SLC (Power, 2004a; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). 
Reduced burden results in over-compaction of waste and back break (Rustan, 1990; 
Kvapil, 2004).  
An optimal decrease in burden results in improved recovery and reduced dilution 
from the upper levels (Bull and Page, 2000; Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009), leading to 
improved resource efficiency.   

Hole 
diameter 

An increase in hole diameter reduces the overall cost of development and creates 
more stable drill holes (Bull and Page, 2000). The hole diameter is limited by the 
efficient drilling and charging capability of the mine (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008).  
An increase in hole diameter results in decreased mining cost and improved ore 
recovery (Kvapil, 2004; Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008), leading to improved resource 
efficiency. 

Ring 
inclination 

An inclined ring results in a wider extraction ellipsoid and facilitates an ideal material 
flow while reducing dilution from upper levels (Kavpil, 2004).  
A ring inclination between 70 ͦ-80 ͦ results in increased ore recovery and reduced 
dilution (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966; Kvapil, 1982), leading to improved resource 
efficiency.  

Side hole 
angles 

Flatter side angle increases the probability of ore recovery through side holes and 
increases ore recovery (Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008). But flatter holes can also be 
choked during blasting, resulting in poor fragmentation and reduced recovery (Bull 
and Page, 2000, Brunton, 2009).  
Optimised side hole angle between 50 -ͦ75  ͦresults in improved recover (Bull and Page, 
2000; Bullock and Hustrulid, 2001), leading to improved resource efficiency. 
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5.4 Blasting  
Blasting is a capital and energy intensive mining operation and optimised blasting can increase 
resource efficiency. Production drilling and blasting account for about 20% of the variable mining 
cost in a SLC mine (Quinteiro et al., 2001a).  

Explosive type: An explosive should not only deliver the amount of energy required for 
fragmentation and loosening; it should also be suited to the rock conditions (Scott, 1996 in Brunton, 
2009). Law et al. (2001) performed blasting for two adjacent panels with similar geotechnical 
properties using ANFO and bulk emulsions. It was found that bulk emulsions performed much better 
than ANFO, with average fragment size reduced from 0.2m for ANFO to 0.18m for bulk emulsions 
(Law et al., 2001). Meanwhile, bulk emulsion reduced the overall drill and blast cost by 25% in Big 
bell SLC operation (Yeung et al., 1999).  

Charging: In SLC, pre-charging has been used to reduce problems from blast hole damage and 
dislocation (Baase et al., 1982; Trout, 2002). Wastage of explosives due to overcharging, along with 
poor fragmentation, affects both ore recovery and total cost of operation. Proper charging practices 
will improve the resource efficiency (Kosowan, 1999; Dunstan and Power, 2011).  

Explosive distribution: Explosive distribution should be optimised to reduce consumption while 
providing better fragmentation. Desensitisation of explosive is a problem, especially within the 
central holes of the ring in SLC (Bull and Page, 2000). Reduced explosive density in the central holes is 
advised to avoid this phenomenon (Brunton, 2009). 

Initiation timing: Rustan (1970) performed a 1:75 scaled SLC blast ring for 12 holes and found that an 
initiation timing of 0.1ms to 1ms is best for getting finer fragmentation. Full scale trials at LKAB used 
10 hole rings with central four holes on a short delay and, thereafter, a delay of between 100ms and 
1000ms, blasting the remaining holes with a delay of 50ms between holes (Quinteiro et al., 2001b). 
Results showed reduced dilution for a delay of 300ms between the inner and outer holes of the 
blasted ring (Quinteiro et al., 2001b). Improved initiation results in an improved swelling of the ore 
which facilitates better ore flow at the draw point (Quinteiro et al., 2001b; Kvapil, 2004). It also 
solves detonation related issues for a SLC operation. Marker trials at Ridgeway found that detonation 
problems have a significant influence on ore recovery (Brunton, 2009). Blast vibration records 
revealed that the most common detonation issues were non-detonation, partial detonation, over 
break and over confinement of explosive charges (Brunton, 2009).   

5.5 Loading  
In SLC, the loading and haulage cost can be around 35-40% of the overall variable mining cost 
(Quinteiro et al., 2001a). Apart from being a capital and energy intensive process, loading affects ore 
recovery. The loading process can be divided into four parts: loading criteria, transportation, loading 
issues and machinery.  

Loading criteria: As SLC is a caving process, the amount of material to be loaded from a ring is not 
fixed and is dependent on ore grade, dilution and other mining constraints. An optimised draw 
control will maximise ore recovery while minimising dilution (Bull and Page, 2000; Dunstan and 
Power, 2011). Such a draw control strategy is required to improve resource efficiency.  

Transportation: Once the ore is loaded into the LHD bucket, it is transported to the ore pass, where 
it is handled by the haulage system. Improved resource efficiency requires a balance between 
haulage distance and number of ore passes. Ore pass construction is a capital and energy intensive 
process, but increases in haulage distance can be equally cost and energy intensive (Nilsson, 1982). 
Bull and Page (2000) suggested that the haulage distance should be short for LHD’s as ore passes are 
relatively cheaper in terms of cost per ton compared to the additional hauling cost. The number and 
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location of ore passes can however vary from mine to mine depending on various mining and 
operational constraints. The objective for improved resource efficiency should hence be reduced 
consumption of energy and capital.  

Loading issues: Loading at the draw point can be stopped or delayed due to loading issues (Cokayne, 
1982); this adversely affects the resource efficiency. Loading issues can also cause premature dilution 
and poor recovery which also adversely affects the resource efficiency. The sources of these issues 
include for example poor mine design, drilling or blasting practices and are listed in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3  Loading issues in SLC 

Loading issues Problem Source of issue Effect  
Poor brow 
condition 

Uneven material flow, 
scattered muck profile, 
difficulty in approaching 
draw point 

Blasting damage from 
development and/or poor mine 
support (Bull and Page, 2000; 
Kvapil 2004) 

Poor ore 
recovery and 
increased 
dilution 

Brow failure Loading cannot be done, 
Re-drilling of next set of 
rings 

Poor support and /or blasting 
damage from production blast 
(Baase et al., 1982; Bull and Page, 
2000; Kvapil 2004) 

Poor ore 
recovery 

Bridging Preferential flow of 
dilution and eventually ring 
freezing 

Toe left due to poor blasting 
which grows (Bull and Page, 2000) 

Poor ore 
recovery and 
increased 
dilution 

Walls Over-compaction of caved 
material 

Overcharging or double ring 
blasting (Burnton, 2009) 

Poor ore 
recovery 

Ring freezing No flow or interrupted flow 
of material  

Over-burdening or over 
consolidation of waste 
(Gustafsson, 1998; Bull and Page, 
2000) 

Poor ore 
recovery 

Rib formation Unbroken or partially 
broken ore around the side 
holes 

Poor drilling and blasting or poor 
mine design (Bull and Page, 2000) 

Poor ore 
Recovery 

Hang-ups Uneven flow of material 
with premature dilution of 
fine waste material 

Poor fragmentation (Kvapil, 2004) Increased 
dilution 

Wedge failures/ 
large scale cave 
slides 

Damage to pre drilled 
production holes and 
underground infrastructure 

Discontinuous caving or other 
stability issues (Bull and Page, 
2000) 

More support 
and re-drilling 
required 

Overhangs Damage to holes and 
structures 

Delayed caving of material 
(Gustafsson, 1998; Bull and Page, 
2000) 

More support 
and re-drilling 
required 

Blast hole 
damage 

Delay in blasting and 
loading 

Blasting damage or poor 
geological conditions (Burnton, 
2009) 

Re-drilling 
required 

Over-charging Increased consumption of 
explosive and back-break 

Cracks or openings in the holes 
(Burnton, 2009) 

Increased 
explosive cost 

Airblast No material flow initially 
and damage to structures  

Delayed caving (Bull and Page, 
2000) 

Increased 
support costs 
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Machinery: The machines generally used for loading in SLC are LHDs. An efficient fleet of loading 
machinery will have a positive effect on resource efficiency. Salama et al. (2014) showed that hourly 
energy costs for electric LHDs are 47% less than for diesel LHDs. Gas emissions in the mine are also 
greatly reduced by using electric LHDs, but cost of operation and choice of machinery is dependent 
on location and availability of resources (Hartman and Mutmansky, 2002). Availability of LHDs may 
be improved with better maintenance practices (Quinteiro et al., 2001a).  

5.6 Metal and Fuel Prices  
The feasibility of a mining project is directly related to metal and commodity prices (Hustrulid, 2001). 
The raw material extracted from a mine is used to make pure metals or commodities; accordingly, an 
increase in demand for the commodity will increase the demand for the raw material (Howie, 2001). 
Increased demand means that the price of raw material goes up, as do mine profits (Howie, 2001). 
This wave can be reversed, however, causing the mine to lose money. The price of some raw material 
is directly connected to certain commodities, like iron ore with steel, but other relationships are 
more obscure, such as copper or silver, as they are used in multiple industries, including electronics, 
construction and consumer products (London Metal Exchange (LME)). The mining industry also uses 
a great deal of energy in the form of fuels (diesel) and electricity to run heavy machinery. 
Fluctuations in energy costs can therefore affect the mine profitability (Howie, 2001). Energy and 
commodity price variations can be divided into three types: short term, medium term and long term 
trends (Howie, 2001). The source of these trends needs to be understood to appreciate variations in 
metal prices. 

Howie (2001) stated that short term fluctuation can be caused by new market information, hedging, 
speculative behaviour and physical availability of products from inventories. Medium term variations, 
generally a year to year trend, are guided by a strong link between mineral and metal demands and 
the macroeconomic business cycle, along with the inability of both producer and consumer to make 
changes in their behaviour within the relatively short period of time (Howie, 2001). The behaviour 
includes change in capacity building for producers or material consumption patterns for consumers. 
Long term variations in price are dependent on the growth of demand and the depletion of high 
quality deposits, along with the price reducing effects of technological improvements, exploration of 
new deposits and enhanced competition (Howie, 2001).  

The decreases and increases in prices can influence the way mining is performed. A reduction in 
prices can force a mine to stop mining ore or reduce recovery while reducing dilution (Laurence, 
2011). Similarly, an increased metal price can force a mine to produce more raw materials, changing 
the life of the mine and the future revenue stream (Laurence, 2011). 
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6 Methods of Ore Flow Simulation  

6.1 Need for Prediction models  
The complex flow behaviour of material in SLC can be predicted using mathematical models and 
equations based on results from physical and field experiments (Wimmer, 2010). Prediction models 
are based on a set of principles and guidelines used to simulate the material flow behaviour. 
Chitombo (2010) stated that prediction models attempt to replicate or at least incorporate the 
fundamental flow mechanism for a caving process. The results from prediction models are used to 
analyse different mining situations and optimise the mining process (Chitombo, 2010; Pierce, 2010). 
Physical models and large scale field and marker trial experiments are used to clarify the basic 
principles of material flow. The observations and results from the experiments form the base for the 
principles and guidelines for creating a prediction model.  

Based on the method used for making the model, prediction models can be divided into five types: 

1. Empirical methods and models; 

2. Void diffusion approach models; 
3. Kinematic models; 
4. Cellular automata;  
5. Numerical models. 

Each model has advantages and disadvantages to be assessed before using it to analyse real mine 
conditions (Gustafsson, 1998). Each model is designed to simulate the results of flow behaviour 
obtained from physical experiments and large scale field and marker trial experiments.  

6.2  Empirical Models 
Laubscher (1994) provided a set of empirical relationships, graphs and formulas to assist in mine 
design and cave prediction for cave mining operations. The empirical methods and models were 
based on past geotechnical data and observations. Laubscher (1994) described the various 
parameters involved in a caving operation and provided correlations between Rock Mass Rating 
(RMR) and mine design parameters. Figure 6.1 shows the correlation between RMR and “height of 
Interaction zone” for a caving operation. Laubscher (1994) also defined dilution entry and its effect 
on caving operation. Mawdesley (2002) improved the empirical relationships provided by Laubscher 
(1994) by using Mining Rock Mass Rating (MRMR) instead of RMR. The limitation of MRMR based 
empirical relationships was the lack of historical data for MRMR values greater than 50; this reduced 
confidence in the method’s ability to predict caveability (Chitombo, 2010).  
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Figure 6.1  RMR versus height of interaction (Laubscher, 1994) 

Application in Draw Control Strategy: The empirical models and methods described by Laubscher 
(1994) and Mawdesley (2002) can be used in the prefeasibility analysis of caving operations 
(Chitombo, 2010). Laubscher’s (1994) method provided the basis for dilution entry based draw 
control strategies. More specifically, the dilution entry method for draw control uses calculations 
based on Laubscher (1994) work on cave mining. The idea of reducing dilution by delaying dilution 
entry is a key contribution of empirical models and methods (Laubscher, 1994; Bull and Page, 2000). 
It also provides a framework for draw control requirements (Figure 6.2).  

 

Figure 6.2  Draw control requirements (Modified from Laubscher, 1994) 
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The PCSLC model developed by Dassault Systemes Geovia in 2010 is an empirical model which 
provides grade and tonnage forecasting (Villa and Diering, 2010). The model is based on a ‘Template 
mixing’ algorithm which provides the logic for calculating the material grades and material 
movement. Villa and Diering (2010) argued ‘Template Mixing’ does not simulate material flow but 
works on the principle of fixed radius draw cones and empirical mixing rules. Essentially, PCSLC is 
empirical in nature, with the mixing rules based on physical models, field observations and marker 
trial results (Pierce, 2010).  

Application in Draw Control Strategy: PCSLC has been integrated as a module in the Dassault 
Systemes Geovia geology and mine planning software to provide a complete tool for draw control 
management. It offers flexibility for adjusting the final extraction ratio targets for different rings (Villa 
and Diering, 2010). It also provides flexibility for production demands and shut-off grades (Villa and 
Diering, 2010). 

6.3 Void Diffusion Approach Models 
Void Diffusion Approach (VDA) models are probability models and are used to simulate material flow 
in SLC (Gustafsson, 1998). The void diffusion approach (VDA) has been used to simulate material flow 
in SLC, as voids moving upward in the granular medium as materials are extracted from the draw 
point (Figure 6.3). Gustafsson (1998) described the simulation process in five steps.  

1. A void is created at the opening by extracting a material block. This simulates the character of a 
draw point.  

2. The VDA model then uses a probability model (Figure 26) to determine which particle near the 
void will fall into the void. As the material falls into the void, the material moves downward and 
the void move upwards.  

3. The second step is repeated as the void diffuses upward through the material.  
4. Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until the void reaches the topmost point of the model. 

5. Steps 1-4 are repeated until planned tonnage has been extracted from the draw point. 

 

Figure 6.3  Initial geometry for VDA and probability model (D. Jolley, 1968; Gustafsson, 1998) 

VDA uses two basic inputs: geometrical parameters and stochastic parameters (Gustafsson, 1998). 
Geometrical parameters include simulation grid width, height, depth, opening position, waste refill 
through the top and height of initial ore-waste interface. Stochastic parameters include the set of 
geometrical void transfer probabilities, run time and seed number. The set of void transfer 
probabilities are called the probability molecule, which describes the relative probabilities of 
different blocks filling the void (Gustafsson, 1998).  
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Litwiniszyn (1958) used the concept of random-walk movement of voids to simulate gravity flow. 
Void diffusion was performed with a set of stochastic movements of voids; the final equation was 
similar to the heat diffusion differential equations used for a continuous isotropic material 
(Litwiniszyn, 1958). The differential equation was solved, and the results were used to find flow 
pattern. The calculated draw cones were compared with sand-box experiments for validation. VDA 
was further explored by improving the accuracy and validity of different geometrical and stochastic 
parameters. For example, initial VDA assumed isotropic mediums but Alford (1978) added material 
properties for ore and waste and specified mobility for all blocks of a given material between the 
range of 0 and 1.  

Gustafsson (1988) makes the following six observations on the improved VDA for simulating material 
flow:  

1. Voids are created due to blasting, something not considered in previous work; 

2. Voids interact when more than one void exists in the model; 

3. Large cavities break down; this translates into many voids placed next to one another; 
4. Mobility of blocks relative to material properties and particle size; 
5. There is a temporal arching of blocks, along with mobility issues for material flow; 
6. Void movements are not restricted based on results from physical experiments. 

Application in Draw Control Strategy: VDA can vary the probability molecule used for the stochastic 
method and, hence, simulate varied draw body shapes (Alford, 1978; Gustafsson, 1998). It provides 
flexibility for studying different draw body shapes, as observed in both physical models and field 
observations (Gustafsson, 1998). A decrease in material mobility causes an increase in the void-block 
ratio, which was similar to the observations made during field and marker trial experiments 
(Gustafsson, 1998). Hence, if material flow is not smooth initially, it is unlikely that loading will be 
continued for higher extraction ratio (Gustafsson, 1998). VDA also helps simulate pulsating waste 
peaks, a phenomenon observed during SLC loading operations (Gustafsson, 1998). Its ability to 
simulate and predict dilution is an important contribution to draw control strategy. VDA has helped 
in understanding and simulating field observation from marker trials about dilution entry and dilution 
behaviour in SLC mines (Gustafsson, 1998).   

6.4  Kinematic models 
Kinematic models have been used to predict the velocity distribution for the granular flow of 
materials (Nedderman, 1979). Kinematic models were initially used to predict steady state granular 
flow for silos and bunkers (Nedderman, 1979). Later, Nedderman (1995) improved the model to 
account for the effect of dilation which controls non steady flow. Kinematic flow principles were used 
to predict velocity profiles for the granular flow of materials and provide equations to predict the 
Interaction Movement Zone (IMZ) limits for a given amount of extracted material from the draw 
point (Nedderman, 1995). The model predicting IMZ limits obtained results similar to those from 
physical modelling and field observations. Stress distribution was calculated for the static material 
and through the results of stress distribution the velocity distribution was obtained by kinematic 
models (Nedderman, 1979; Tuzun et al., 1982; Tuzun and Nedderman, 1983).  

Application in Draw Control Strategy: Kinematic models were used for IMZ prediction in cave mining 
operations (Nedderman, 1995). It was also used to explain flow behaviour in cave mining operations 
(Nedderman, 1979; Tuzun et al., 1982; Tuzun and Nedderman, 1983). 
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6.5 Cellular Automata 
Cellular Automata (CA) based models simulate complex behaviours for systems with certain spatial 
relationships between the different parts of their system (Gustafsson, 1998). CA simplifies complex 
relationships by modelling only the parts of the system which are close to one another (Gustafsson, 
1998). The system is divided into discrete elements called cells. The cells interact based on equations 
describing the physics for the system (Castro et al., 2009). A group of cells surrounding a cell is called 
a neighbourhood. Each cell has a specific value for every parameter which being modelled. After 
each simulation step, each cell takes new values based on the values of the neighbourhood cells and 
its own value. This upgrade is done for all cells in parallel.  

CA has developed from principles of fluid flow and granular flow models. Fluid flow and granular flow 
have been studied using Lattice Gas Automata (LGA) and Lattice Grain Automata (LGrA). Gustafsson 
(1998) describes the merit of LGrA over LGA. The rule for cell movement in LGrA is that cells have 
either a unit speed or zero speed. The cells with a unit speed move to a closed grid point in the 
direction of the velocity of the cell. If cells collide, the direction is changed to conserve momentum. 
LGrA has an inner structure, and LGA has a point-mass structure. This provides LGrA with properties 
such as orientation. After colliding, the particles in LGA conserve both linear and rotational 
momentum, hence providing more possible combinations of results. The local rules for cell 
movements along with a set of probabilities determine the behaviour of material flow in CA (Castro 
et al. 2009), as shown in Figure 6.4. Simplifying the rules reduces the run time for simulations.  

 

Figure 6.4  FlowSim for a single draw point at different stages (Castro et al. 2009) 

Application in Draw Control Strategy: Two major prediction models based on CA are FlowSim 
(Castro et al., 2009) and CAVE-SIM which aims at providing engineering support for calculating and 
simulating dilution entry, grade variation and ore recovery for caving operations such as block caving 
and SLC (Wimmer, 2010). FlowSim directs particle movement through two basic principles: gravity 
and porosity (Castro et al., 2009). The magnitude of porosity defines the movement of particles near 
the draw point. For a given number of voids in a certain volume, the flow of material continues if 
there are enough voids to break the temporal arches (Castro et al., 2009). CA in FlowSim simulates 
real mining observations of confined granular flow and surface flow (caused by particle tendency to 
reach an angle of repose). It predicts the grade of material that could be loaded at the draw point for 
a caving operation (Castro et al., 2009). This function is used to design and optimise the draw control 
strategy. The model also helps in optimising draw point spacing (Castro et al., 2009). It can be 
calibrated to specific mine flow conditions and used for production planning and draw control. CAVE 
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–SIM considers particle friction, particle size distributions and stress for a three-dimensional caving 
operation such as SLC (Sharrock et al., 2004). The flow is guided by a set of sequencing and draw-rule 
options (Sharrock et al., 2004).  

6.6 Numerical Models 
Numerical models use Discrete Element Methods (DEM) to simulate granular flow (Sellden and 
Pierce, 2004). DEM was first proposed by Cundall and Strack (1979). It calculates contact forces and 
the resulting Newtonian dynamics of individual particles in a system (Cundall, 2000). It determines 
normal and shear force distribution, displacement, velocity and rotation for each particle (Sellden 
and Pierce, 2004). The variation in these parameters can be used to simulate real mining conditions. 
Numerical models can also accommodate different types of material properties (Sellden and Pierce, 
2004; Pierce, 2010). Ore flow simulation based on numerical modelling is a time consuming process 
but it provides a more precise prediction of material flow behaviour (Cundall, 2000; Pierce, 2010). 

Application in Draw Control Strategy: Numerical models have been used to develop the REBOP 
model for draw control management. The REBOP model is calibrated based on field observations and 
is used by engineers to predict draw point performance in terms of tonnage and ore grade (Sellden 
and Pierce, 2004; Pierce, 2010). It is also used to optimise mine deign parameters in block caving 
operations (Cundall, 2008). Sellden and Pierce (2004) states that DEM based models can be used to 
simulate different degrees of disturbed flow. Numerical models are able to closely simulate field 
results on dilution entry and dilution behaviour (Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Pierce, 2010). In one test, 
the REBOP model was able to simulate pulsation of waste at draw point, a critical aspect for draw 
control management. No difference in final extraction and ore recovery was observed when the 
model was used to simulate the difference between disturbed and smooth flow while including the 
effects of ore remaining in the previous ring (Sellden and Pierce, 2004). 
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7 Draw Control methods for Sublevel Caving Mines 

7.1  Introduction to Loading Control 
The SLC loading process depends on various mining, geological and economical parameters. In order 
to balance these parameters, a set of rules and guidelines must be prepared. This is generally termed 
the ‘draw control strategy’. A draw control strategy incorporates sequencing and scheduling of 
development, production and material handling systems, with the dual objective of minimising 
mining costs and dilution (Smith and Rahal, 2001). It helps control the loading process to minimise 
dilution and maximise ore recovery. An effective draw control strategy maximises ore recovery while 
minimising dilution and delays dilution entry in the draw point by deploying corrective methods to 
stop dilution (Bull and Page, 2000). Draw control deals with production demands, loading procedures 
and resource efficiency. Production demand deals with production constraints such as tonnage, 
number of active draw points and production capacities (Diering, 2007; Villa and Diering, 2012). The 
loading procedure includes the set of guidelines to be followed when loading an individual ring; this 
could be dependent on cut-off and shut-off grades (Cokayne, 1982; Quinteiro et al., 2001a). Past 
research on draw control and material flow can be summarised into the following factors to address 
while designing a draw control strategy: 

1. Production planning and production targets (Cokayne, 1982; Laubscher, 1994);  

2. Cut-off and shut-off grades (Cokayne, 1982; Laubscher, 2000); 
3. Dilution entry and total dilution (Laubscher, 1994; Bull & Page, 2000); 
4. Mine design (including ring design) and mine layout (Laubscher, 1994; Burnton, 2009); 

5. Ore geology and ore geometry (Laubscher, 2000); 
6. Performance of proximate draw points (Power, 2004; Burnton, 2009);  
7. Nature of material flow (Gustafsson, 1998; Wimmer et al., 2012). 

7.2 Monitoring of a Draw Point in SLC 
Loading control is influenced by cut-off and shut off grades, and a draw point monitoring system 
helps in applying these concepts (Cokayne, 1982). The loading process in SLC is supported by draw 
point monitoring systems. The purpose of draw point monitoring is to provide information about the 
grade of ore being loaded at the draw point. The monitoring system is dependent on ore type and 
mine requirements. It can be periodic or continuous in nature; it could provide continuous ore grade 
measurements (Quinteiro et al., 2001) or periodic ore grade measurement (e.g. every 100 tons or 
based on work shifts) (McMurray, 1976; Cokayne, 1982). Monitoring systems can be divided into 
three types based on the technique used for monitoring: visual estimation, sampling and assay based 
estimation, and density based estimation (Cokayne, 1982; Quinteiro et al., 2001). Initial grade 
analysis is conducted during exploration of the ore body. This information is used for mine planning 
and ring design (Cokayne, 1982; Laubscher, 1994). Subsequent monitoring of the ore grade at the 
draw point is termed ‘Grade Control’ and is practiced by developing a draw point monitoring system 
(Booth et al., 2004).    

7.2.1 Visual Estimation Techniques 
The visual estimation technique is based on the visual differentiation of ore and waste (Cokayne, 
1982). As it is difficult to accurately estimate the grade, the operator is provided with a percentage of 
ore and waste for a desired cut-off grade. Cokayne (1982) described that the first sludge sampling 
from drill holes and assay is used to calculate the in-situ grade of the ore. The ore to waste 
composition is calculated; for example, if the grade is 2% and the cut-off grade of 0.5%. Based on 
this, loading will be stopped when the draw point has 25% ore and 75% waste.  
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The differentiation of ore and waste could be done based on colour, shape or texture of the material 
(Booth et al., 2004). Booth et al. (2004) said that the ore-waste discrimination at Perseverance mine 
is done based on rock colour and angularity contrast with an error of 1 in 42 observations. Lighter 
and harder hanging wall gneiss and rounded ultramafic footwall, are easily distinguished from darker 
and more angular ultramafic ore. McMurray (1976) also described visual inspection being used on a 
shift basis for grade control in asbestos ore at Shabanie mine. Similar practices have been described 
at Craigmont mine, Canada (Baase et al., 1982) and Frood-Stobie complex (Nickson et al., 2012). 

7.2.2 Sampling and Assay System 
The sampling estimation technique is used when no visual difference can be spotted between ore 
and waste (Cokayne, 1982). Several samples are taken at the draw point and then prepared and 
assayed underground (Cokayne, 1982). The muck pile should not be touched during the sampling 
period in order to get a representative sample. Cokayne (1982) described that the advantage of this 
method over visual estimation is the accuracy of the ore grade estimation. The method is very 
expensive, however, and is more time consuming than visual estimation.  

Hancock and Mattson (1982) described this method for a chalcopyrite ore body at the Granduc mine 
in Canada. Samples, consisting of two cuts across the draw point muck pile, of 1.4 to 2.3 kg each 
were collected after each blast at intervals of every 20 to 30 scoop buckets until cut-off was reached. 
Diamond drill data were used to determine the in-situ grade and maintain a ring and year dataset. 
For the purpose of assaying, laboratories were set up close to the centres of production, giving assay 
results within half an hour of sampling using standard sample preparation equipment and a portable 
isotope fluorescent x-ray analyser (Hancock and Mattson, 1982). Bulk sampling has also been done 
more recently for Perseverance mine on rare occasions (Booth et al., 2004).  

7.2.3 Density based monitoring system 
The density based method is used when there is significant difference in the density of ore and 
waste. LKAB iron ore mines have applied this techniques for draw point monitoring based on the 
weight of the ore being loaded in the LHD bucket (Quinteiro et al., 2001b).The draw point monitoring 
method used in Kiirunavaara and Malmberget mine exploits the difference in the specific weight 
between ore and waste (Davison, 1996; Gustafsson, 1998; Quinteiro, et al., 2001b). A load cell placed 
on the hydraulic cylinders of the LHD bucket reads the hydraulic pressure in the cylinder and 
converts it into tonnage. This weight measurement system is called the Loadrite scoop weighing 
system. This system is calibrated against various bucket volumes and materials loaded (Davison, 
1996). The bucket weight reading is then used to estimate ore-waste percentage in the bucket 
(visualized in Figure 7.1) (Klemo, 2005; Gustafson et al., 2013). The weight of 100% ore and 100% 
waste for a completely filled bucket are known for different bucket sizes. The Loadrite system uses 
this information to calculate ore and waste percentage for bucket weight registered by the load cell 
(Adlerborn and Selberg, 2008; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). The Wireless Online Information 
System (WOLIS) system displays the bucket weight readings to the operators of the LHD machines 
and stores the information in mine database; this helps to monitor the quality of material loaded by 
displaying the average Fe grade (Adlerborn and Selberg, 2008).  
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Figure 7.1  Principal graph showing weight to grade conversion (Modified from Klemo, 2005 and 
Gustafson et al., 2013). 

7.3  Draw control methods  
The first mines using the principles of sublevel caving during the early 1900s were soft iron ore mines 
in Minnesota and Michigan, USA (Hartman and Mutmansky, 2002). The issue of draw control, or in 
simplified terms when to stop loading from the draw point and blast the next set of rings, has been a 
difficult and complicated situation for miners (Sarin, 1981). Nilsson (1982) explained this in terms of 
mine economics, concluding that with lower prices; an extraction ratio of 50% could be the most 
optimal, which means an ore loss of 44% for the loading procedure. With higher prices, the optimal 
extraction ratio could be about 120% which results in a dilution of 10 to 15%. This is an example of 
the complexity of SLC operations.  

Mines have adopted certain loading rules and guidelines. These guidelines, supported by grade 
control and production demands, have helped to shape the draw control strategies for the mines 
(Mc Murray, 1976, Sarin, 1981, Baase et al., 1982). Initial draw control was a combination of grade 
control and tonnage based loading control systems. Newer draw control uses techniques such as 
material flow prediction and simulation (Gustafsson, 1998; Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Castro et al., 
2009; Chitombo, 2010).  

Detailed work on gravity flow and flow simulation techniques, along with software developments, 
has produced several types of flow based software and modules for simulation flow behaviour to 
forecast draw point performance (Cundall, 2000; Burgio and Diering, 2008; Pierce, 2010). This work 
has been based on physical modelling, including small to large scale physical models (Power 2004a; 
Halim, 2006; Castro et al., 2007). Research using marker trials have been performed in SLC mines in 
Sweden, China and Australia (Gustafsson, 1998; Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009; Wimmer et al., 2012; 
Wimmer et al., 2015). The marker trials have provided important information about flow behaviour 
and dilution behaviour and have been used for mine design and blasting layout in SLC mines.  
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Given the confidential nature of these draw control methods, detailed information about design and 
application is not available in the public sphere. The following eight types of draw control strategies 
have been found:  

1. Traditional draw control strategy 

2. Draw control based on REBOP Model 
3. Draw control based on PCSLC Model 
4. Dilution entry 
5. Dilution bin method 

6. Newcrest dilution model and SLC optimizer 
7. Non-dilution method 
8. Bucket weight based draw control 

7.3.1 Traditional Draw Control Strategy 
A draw control strategy based on tonnage and grade control at the draw point is collectively termed 
“traditional draw control strategy”. The draw control is independent of gravity flow assumptions 
although it uses some basic concepts from granular flow theories (McMurray, 1976; Sarin, 1981; 
Baase et al., 1982; Hancock and Mattson, 1982). The actual method of draw control varies from one 
mine to another depending on the mining conditions. The traditional draw control strategy has been 
used in the Craigmont mine, the Granduc mine, Shabanie mine, Frood-Stobie mine and Big Bell mine. 
Kiirunavaara mine also practised a fixed tonnage based loading in the past (Heden et al., 1982).The 
loading systems at other SLC mines have also used tonnage and grade control based draw control 
strategies. Guangxu (1981) and Gustafson (1998) described mining operations in Chinese SLC mines, 
but say little about draw control except that it is a grade control and tonnage control method of 
loading.  

Craigmont mine: The mining practices for the Craigmont copper mine are described by Baase et al. 
(1982). In the Craigmont mine, the initial recovery for the operation was 45%, and the mine was 
dependent on having a good stockpile. Brow failure was the major issue in the loading process, and 
to remedy that, several techniques, including presplitting the first 3m of the fan, using Xactex near 
collars of fan, varying drill pattern and other methods, were used. The responsibility of draw control 
was on shift bosses. One of their main duties was deciding when to stop loading the material from 
the draw point. If optimum ore recovery was reached and further loading would invite increased 
dilution, the mine stopped loading material from the draw point. The grade of in-situ ore was 
determined using sludge collected during drilling. Planned tonnage was calculated based on drill 
design and layout. Based on planned tonnage and in-situ grade, the in-place grade and cut-off grade 
were calculated; an example discussed in Baase et al. (1982) assumed zero grades for waste, a 2% 
grade for copper ore and a cut-off grade of 0.5% for loading. This was translated into percentage of 
ore and waste in the muck pile. Loading stopped when the muck pile had 75% waste and 25% ore 
based on visual monitoring. The theoretical number of buckets to achieve this cut-off was provided 
to mine supervisors in advance. Because of wide variations in the grade of ore, the theoretical 
number of buckets varied from fan to fan. After loading the required number of buckets, if the 
supervisors found that the in-place grade at the muck pile was above the cut-off grade, loading was 
continued (Baase et al., 1982). If the cut-off grade was reached substantially early, the operator 
would draw ten more buckets of waste hoping that the ore would flow again. If the situation 
continued, loading was stopped (Baase et al., 1982). Use of sample and assay based draw point 
monitoring was considered expensive and difficult, as it required maintaining a large number of 
production faces and an extensive underground infrastructure (Baase et al., 1982). The mine also 
practiced supervised blasting; this involved cleaning and charging holes up to the toe to avoid poor 
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fragmentation and bridging (Baase et al., 1982). To maintain a continuous flow, hang-ups and partial 
hang-ups were blasted immediately (Baase et al., 1982).  

Granduc mine: The mining practice for the Granduc copper mine is described by Hancock and 
Mattson (1982). In this mine, the draw control system was applied to monitor material grade loaded 
during the life of each ring, to control draw cut-off, and to produce statistics for the measurement of 
draw efficiency. Assay and sampling after blasting and at intervals of every 20 to 30 buckets was 
performed for draw point monitoring. Loading was based on grade control over a 20 to 30 bucket 
interval. When the assay for the muck pile went below the cut-off grade, 30 additional buckets were 
drawn, and the interval for grade control was dropped to 10 buckets. This meant sampling and 
assaying was done every 10 buckets. After three consecutive low assays the draw was stopped and 
next ring was blasted. This method improved the grade ratio and copper recovery for the mine 
(Hancock and Mattson, 1982). The draw control was varied in fringe zones where cut-off was based 
on visible country rock or overburden. In fringe ore zones, low in-situ grade zones or poor strata 
zones, one low assay was used following a series of one high and two low assay values to stop 
overloading (Hancock and Mattson, 1982). The overall tonnage recovery was 131%, with copper 
recovery of 89% with a grade ratio (mill: In-situ grade) of 68% (Hancock and Mattson, 1982).  

Kiirunavaara mine: Heden et al. (1982) described the operations at the Kiirunavaara mine during 
1970-1980. At this time, loading was based on a grade control technique dependent on the density 
of the ore and waste (Heden et al., 1982). Based on the density of ore and waste, calculations were 
done to determine the cut-off grade. The mine assumed an ore recovery of 80 to 90% and a dilution 
of 20 to 30%. The average cut-off was 25% dilutions by weight (Heden et al., 1982). Hence, in 
Kiirunavaara, loading was stopped when the average dilution was 25% by weight. Two types of ore, 
high phosphorus and low phosphorus content ore, were mined separately (Heden et al., 1982). 
Loading was continued to the point where the ore to waste ratio was approximately 50% (Heden et 
al., 1982). The sublevel height used was 12m (Heden et al., 1982). 

Shabanie mine: The sublevel caving practices at Shabanie chrysotile asbestos mine is described by 
McMurray (1982). The mine used both grade and tonnage control to improve recovery and reduce 
dilution (McMurray, 1982). Visual inspection was used for grade control, but this was misleading for 
the chrysotile ore type in certain situations. Hence, draw control was guided by setting a tonnage 
target for each blasted ring (McMurray, 1982). The tonnage target was computed by calculating 
tonnage of ore broken and reducing it by 100 tons; this was the estimated tonnage of ore beyond the 
reach of the loader and therefore unrecoverable on that level (McMurray, 1982). This amount was 
added to the ring vertically below the current sublevel ring; i.e. the ring two levels below the blasted 
ring. The total tonnage drawn from each draw point was calculated and transferred to the draw 
control chart. Each morning the amount of ore left in each draw point was calculated in terms of 0.75 
cubic metre LHD bucket. The draw control sheet was maintained and provided to operators and 
supervisors. A monthly verification was done with the material transferred by the hoisting system. 
The tonnage control was applied on all levels except the lowest two levels in the block. Grade control 
was practiced at these levels, after the calculated tonnage was drawn from the rings. After reaching 
the calculated tonnage target, the draw point was assessed visually and loading was done until 
tonnage and asbestos fibre recovery reached the acceptable levels of mine economics. During 
blasting, the asbestos fibre, which has to be removed from the ore rock by processing, moved 
towards the waste side and travelled faster downwards to a position below the influence of the 
loader (McMurray, 1982). These fibres then tended to move downwards into a situation worsened 
by forward inclined blast holes (McMurray, 1982). The unique fibre behaviour led to enrichment of 
the dilution to the extent that the draw point at the lowest level never went below the cut-off grade 
before the draw point was closed. This situation needs to be analysed carefully as draw points can 
reach levels where the draw point are just above the cut-off grade which would eventually lead to 
very low average head value and fibre output. Ore recovery average for the mine was around 75% 
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with dilution of around 30-40% (McMurray, 1982). Fibre recovery average was around 65-76% and 
sometimes as low as 50% (McMurray, 1982). 

Frood-Stobie mine: In the Frood-Stobie mine, draw control was based on grade control and tonnage 
using visual estimation techniques (Sarin, 1981; Nickson et al., 2012). It was managed on a daily basis 
by the geology department. A draw control chart was recorded to guide the amount of material to be 
extracted from the ring and to indicate when to impose bucket limits or completely shut off 
production from the rings (Nickson et al., 2012). The crew worked seven days a week and reported 
all the status, including observations on drawing, level of draw and any associated bucket limits for 
each draw point (Nickson et al., 2012).  

Big Bell mine: Longitudinal SLC at Big Bell gold mine, Australia, is described by Player (2001). Both 
visual and assay based grade control were practiced at the mine. An assaying of 5 to 6 kg bulk 
samples was taken from consecutive buckets of a loader. Draw point monitoring had a sampling 
frequency of one sample per 80 to 100 tonnes transported from the mine (Player, 2001). Each active 
draw point was inspected every hour; based on visual inspection, a decision was made to close the 
draw point or continue loading (Player, 2001). Assay samples were collected and an atomic 
absorption spectroscopy was conducted on a 30- gram sample; the analysis had a processing time of 
12-24 hours. The shut-off grade for an operating draw point was 1 gram per tonne. A draw point was 
closed when the entire assay sample was analysed and the trend indicated draw point abandonment, 
although sometimes the next ring was blasted to continue the mining operation (Player, 2001). The 
mine also blended underground ore with open pit ore and used minimal ore stockpiling (Player, 
2001). Poor brow and strata conditions, due to high stress, forced the mine to adopt two ring firing 
or double ring blasting which decreased ore recovery (Player, 2001). The ore was extracted at the 
lower levels, as there was increased recovery at these levels. The mine maintained a caving front 
difference of 30m between sublevels and a 60m difference between the slot opening and the cave 
(Player, 2001).  

7.3.2  Draw control based on REBOP Model 
REBOP stands for Rapid Emulator Based on PFC (Particle Flow Code) (Cundall et al., 2000). This 
discrete element method (DEM) computes contact forces and resultant Newtonian dynamics of 
particles (Selldén and Pierce, 2004). It calculates the magnitude of shear and normal forces, 
displacement, velocity and rotation for each particle using particle flow code modelling software 
PFC3D (Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Cundall et al., 2000; Pierce, 2010). REBOP’s main objective is to 
simulate flow within caving operations based on the concepts of Isolated Movement Zones (IMZs) for 
a draw point (Cundall et al., 2000; Pierce, 2010). Cundall et al. (2000) used the results of flow 
simulation and draw behaviour in PFC3D to develop the REBOP model. The model is based on a layer 
concept, where an IMZ is made of a number of disk shaped layers, and the growth of IMZ is based on 
incremental laws applied at layer levels (Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Pierce, 2010). The expansion of 
IMZ is caused by an increase in existing layers (in radius) or the addition of newer layers at the top 
(Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Pierce, 2010). At the initial stage of modelling, markers are assigned to 
particles based on a fixed lattice with respect to the distance from the centre line and the layer 
number.  

As the particles are engulfed, the associated marker is also engulfed, and the particle location is 
traced and updated inside the IMZ. Incremental laws direct the flow of material as it moves from one 
layer to another (Pierce, 2010). The flow is not restricted to following the fixed lattice points, unlike 
stochastic simulation (Pierce, 2010). The three main principles guiding the growth of IMZ are 
porosity, collapse and erosion (Pierce, 2010). Incremental laws define the process in which these 
principles guide the growth of discrete layers within the movement zone. Porosity affects the 
direction of particle towards less denser zone; collapse refers to the arching collapse at the top of 
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IMZ, and erosion refers to material erosion at the vertical walls (Cundall et al., 2000; Sellden and 
Pierce, 2004; Pierce, 2010) (Figure 7.2). 

 

Figure 7.2  Drawdown profile (as indicated by deformation of initially horizontal 100 mm 
layers), IMZ limit (yellow) and IEZ limit (magenta) in REBOP Simulation 2 (8.3 mm 
mean diameter, 120 mm draw point) (Pierce, 2010). 

Key features of REBOP are: 

1. IMZ growth is based on mechanical laws at the layer level (Pierce, 2010) instead of empirical 
shapes at the IMZ level (Kvapil, 1998). Therefore, REBOP can be predictive in situations not 
analysed in earlier physical and numerical experiments (Selldén and Pierce, 2004; Pierce, 2010). 

2. Initial flow mechanism simulated in DEM has the ability to represent material flow similar to real 
mine conditions (Lorig and Cundall, 2000). 

3. REBOP provides flexibility in calibrating the caving process to suit mine specific conditions. The 
IMZ shape can be changed based on spatial variations in material properties, such as porosity, 
density and fragmentation (Pierce, 2010). The PFC3D code was calibrated to mimic specific mine 
sites (Cundall et al., 2000). 

4. Pierce (2010) has validated the model further to include aspects of secondary fragmentation, 
fines migration and free surface rilling.  

The REBOP model has included results from physical model tests at University of Queensland’s 
JKMRC (Power, 2004; Halim, 2006) and has been calibrated at Northparkes, Palabora, Henderson, 
and Cullinan mines and at the Kiirunavaara mine (Selldén and Pierce, 2004, Cundall, 2008; Pierce, 
2010). The REBOP model can perform a rapid simulation of the draw for blasted and fragmented 
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material (Cundall et al., 2000). It can predict extracted ore grade and other caved material properties 
for caving operations and depict the movement and distribution of material in 3D for the 
visualisation of site engineers.  

7.3.3 Draw control based on PCSLC Model 
The PCSLC model is a mine planning module developed inside Dassault Systemes Geovia’s GEMS 
software by Villa and Diering (2010). It was developed in close collaboration with SRK consulting. The 
model provides a complete mine planning tool from mine planning to production scheduling for SLC 
(Villa and Diering, 2010). The ore body is first divided into cells. The cells are then used to make a 
production ring. The draw control method used for the purpose of grade forecasting and production 
scheduling is based on an algorithm termed ‘Template Mixing’ developed by Diering (2007). It is a 
modification of the original mixing algorithm for block caving mines within the GEMCOM PCBC 
developed at GEMCOM by Diering (2000). The objective is not to simulate flow based on gravity flow 
conditions (Cundall et al., 2000) but to predict the material grade extracted at the draw point for a 
given set of flow conditions (Villa and Diering, 2010). This prediction is then used to create the 
production schedule. The material movement principles in template mixing (Table 7.1) have been 
tabulated by Diering (2007). Diering (2007) also explained how template mixing is different from the 
PCBC model developed for block caving operations. 

Table 7.1  Material movement mechanism (Diering, 2007) 

Mechanism Previous 
version 

Template 
mixing 

Direction Example 

Vertical mixing Yes Yes Vertical Different velocities for broken material 
Horizontal mixing Minimal Yes Horizontal Near pillars and cones and between major 

mining boundaries 
Toppling Yes Yes Horizontal At cave surface 
Rilling No Yes Horizontal At broken/solid rock interface 
Regional lateral 
movement 

Yes Yes Horizontal Mostly at distinct interfaces (E.g. Kimberlite 
pipe sides) 

Cone erosion No Yes Vertical Variable (increasing) cone radius 
Stagnation No No Vertical Variable (decreasing) cone radius 
Fines migration Some Yes Vertical Rapid downward of fine material within a 

coarser matrix 
Piping No No Vertical Small direct path for fines migration 
Mud rush No No Both Fluid flow within rock matrix 
Open pit failures Some Yes Vertical Sudden major failure in a given period 
Variable cave 
back with time 

No Yes Vertical Incremental changes to cave back as it 
moves upwards 

Villa and Diering (2010) described the rules guiding the template mixing algorithm are as follows: 

1. Gravity acts vertically downwards and is the main driving force. 

2. Material will only move into a gap left by other material; no overlap is allowed. 
3. Broken material has lower density than intact material; this is referred to as the swell factor. 
4. Solid or intact material does not move. 
5. Material from a ring is only allowed to be moved after it has been blasted. 

6. Waste material outside the ring must be analysed specifically based on the host or country’s rock 
properties. 
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The decision of how the material fills the gap created by material movement inside the ring is based 
on template linkage rules between each material element and its neighbouring element (Villa and 
Diering, 2010). Each element or cell can be depleted, and when sufficiently depleted, it is 
replenished. A cell is connected to other cells based on a weighted system used for neighbour 
calculations (Figure 7.3). A 3D cone is used to select the cells to be used for building weights. Weights 
for neighbouring cells give more preference to vertical movement and less preference to horizontal 
movement of cells. The process of neighbour calculation has been calibrated against other draw 
control strategies, such as REBOP (Villa and Diering, 2010). In this process, the weights are calculated 
based on the sampling points inside the 3D cone. The weight is directly proportional to the distance 
of the sampling point of the neighbouring cell from the main cell as shown in Figure 7.4 (Salinas, 
2001). The sampling points are matched to the closest suitably production ring, and its weight 
contribution is added to that of the production ring. The neighbour calculation process is applied in 
an iterative manner throughout the whole ore body (Diering, 2007).  

 

Figure 7.3  Example of neighbour calculation (Villa and Diering, 2011) 

 

 

Figure 7.4  Example of Linkage between cells and weights (Villa and Diering, 2011) 
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After cell linkage and neighbour calculations are complete, the model needs to be supplied with 
input from production demands or production controls. Villa and Diering (2011) provided examples 
of these inputs: 

1. Extraction percentage per ring or levels; 

2. Maximum rings to open per drift per period; 
3. Minimum and maximum tonnage to be extracted per day; 
4. Minimum and maximum tons to extract from a ring in one day; 
5. Defined shut off grade for ring closure. Alternatively, the extraction ratio limit can be fixed level 

or ring wise. 

The software scheduler runs alternate extraction sequences, providing various scenarios and 
forecasts of ore grades and other production parameters. The model has also been calibrated against 
REBOP. Figure 7.5 shows the ore and waste percentage predicted by PCSLC and REBOP. The values 
predicted by PCSLC are very close to the value predicted by REBOP. Figure 7.5 shows that as 
extraction ratio increases both ore and waste percentage increases but the rate of increases of 
dilution is larger than ore.   

 

Figure 7.5  Calibration results PCSLC versus REBOP (Villa and Diering, 2011) 

7.3.4  Dilution Entry Method 
The dilution entry method is based on Laubscher’s (1994) work on caving operations, along with the 
experiences of sublevel caving mines, such as Ridgeway (Page and Bull, 2001). Laubscher (1994) gave 
a formula (Equation 7.1) for dilution entry, based on which extraction ratio and ore grade 
performance can be calculated for block caving.  

                                            𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  (𝐴𝐴 − 𝐵𝐵)/𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥 𝐶𝐶 𝑥𝑥 100                         Equation 7.1 

Where A =Draw-column height x swell factor; B =Height of interaction; C=Draw-control factor. 

The draw control factor is based on the variation in tonnage from working draw points. Figure 7.6 
show curves for different dilution entry situations, along with an example of dilution entry 
calculation. Based on the dilution entry value calculated the ore-waste curve is selected. The ore 
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waste curve then estimates the percentage of ore and waste at the draw point at different extraction 
ratios. 

 

Figure 7.6  Calculation of dilution entry (Laubscher, 1994) 

The mixing of ore and waste in the draw column is calculated using column mixing. The dilution entry 
method uses the principle of column mixing (Laubscher, 1994) and interactive draw (Bull and Page, 
2000). The method gives dilution entry curve that estimates the introduction of dilution at the draw 
point and the composition of waste and ore for a range of extraction ratios or tonnage factors.  

The dilution entry method was implemented in a study phase at the Ridgeway and Telfer mines. As 
shown in Figure 7.7, three dilution entry curves were used at the mines (Jamieson, 2012).  

 

Figure 7.7  Draw nomogram for calculation of extraction tonnage and grade (Bull and Page, 
2000) 
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The ore material was given a fixed grade during the Ridgeway prefeasibility study (1997-1999) by SRK 
(SRK consulting, 1999 in Jamieson, 2012). Dilution was given a grade based on the dilution bin 
concept (Figure 7.8) which provides a grade for dilution as an average of top cave material grade and 
unrecovered material grade from above levels (Page and Bull, 2001). Cut-off grades were calculated 
based on mine economics and shut-off grades were re-estimated using marginal cost information to 
analyse the feasibility with respect to depreciation and repayment (Bull and Page, 2000). These 
guidelines, along with the curves, provided the basis for draw control. The curves are used along with 
production demands for mine planning and scheduling purposes at a SLC operation. The method uses 
mine experience, dilution behaviour and mine economics to create a draw control strategy. 
However, using the dilution entry method for draw control assumes a uniform granular material 
flow, interactive draw and uniform drawing of the cave but the results of recent marker trials (Power, 
2004a; Brunton, 2009; Wimmer et al., 2015) disagrees with these assumptions.   

 

Figure 7.8  Mechanics of dilution bin formation (Bull and Page, 2000) 
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7.3.5 Draw Bin Method 
The Draw bin method was developed by AMC consultants in collaboration with Newcrest Mining 
(Jamieson, 2012). It was first implemented in a feasibility study at the Telfer mine and then used at 
Ridgeway Deeps (Allman, 2002, in Jamieson, 2012). The method was an improvement of the dilution 
entry method and incorporated the recovery curves from the primary, secondary and tertiary 
recoveries i.e. first, second and third levels (Power, 2004a). At Ridgeway, the recovery curves were 
based on full scale marker trials at Ridgeway (Power, 2004a). The recovery curves for the draw bin 
method used at Telfer and Ridgeway are shown in Figure 7.9. The method used a series of Datamine 
macros (Allman, 2002, in Jamieson, 2012) to calculate the expected diluted grade for a series of rings. 
The process takes into consideration ore recovery and extraction ratio. The final output is a block 
model containing both in-situ grade and diluted grade for all blocks based on planned extraction 
ratios for each ring on each level. The method is transferable and can be exported for production 
scheduling. However, the model is inadequate for incorporating historical production data efficiently 
(Jamieson, 2012). In addition, the external auditing of data outside Datamine proves difficult. Other 
issues include the creation of extra draw bins after plans are changed and slow processing of data, 
i.e. taking a week to process a run of mine production grades (Jamieson, 2012).  

 

Figure 7.9  Recovery curve for draw bin method (Allman, 2002 referred in Jamieson, 2012) 
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7.3.6 Newcrest Dilution Model and SLC Optimiser (NSO) 
In 2008, a study was done to maximise the gains from Telfer mine (Jamieson, 2012). During the 
study, researchers calibrated a recovery model to establish a robust base for current SLC methods. 
The Power Geotechnical Differential Mixing Model (Power, 2009 in Jamieson, 2012) was used for 
calibration of the recovery model. The results showed that the un-calibrated draw bin method was 
overestimating production grades, and planned extraction ratios for the Telfer mine were higher 
than industry benchmarks (Jamieson, 2012). Hence, the planned extraction ratio was optimised to 
increase mine profits. The mine decided to continue with SLC but outlined certain objectives for a 
future planning tool for draw control method; this became the basis for the Newcrest SLC Optimiser 
(NSO) draw control method. The inputs and outputs for NSO process map are shown in Table 7.2. 
Telfer’s objectives are defined by Jamieson (2012) as: 

1. Detailed resolution to accommodate Telfer’s complex geology; 

2. Rapid reconciliation of production and calibration of the recovery model; 

3. Rapid optimisation of draw strategy; 
4. Incorporation of historical production data. 

Table 7.2  NSO process map (modified from Jamieson, 2012) 

Input data  Model and schedule 
preparation 

Calibration Optimization Output model 
and 
scheduling 

Life of mine 
project 

 Date and tonnage stamp  Metal prices Metal prices Model 
expander 

 

Resource 
block model 

 Generate reblocked 
model  

Reconciled 
production 

Operations cost 
data 

(Process 
output model 
for standard 
level output) 

Reconciled 
production 
data 
(calibration) 

 NSO model preparation  Proto block 
model 

 

 

Metal prices 

 Proto block model NSO 
calibration 

Proto LOM 
schedule 

Generate NSO 
BM 

DataMine 
format 

Operations 
cost data 

 Proto LOM schedule Calibration 
factors 

NSO 
optimization 

 

    NSO optimized 
block model 
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Jamieson (2012) described that the ore body at the Telfer mine was divided into cells of dimensions 
14m by 14m wide and 25m high based on 14m spacing and 25 sublevel heights. The cells created by 
dividing the ore body contain information about in-situ grade, actual tonnage drawn from the cell 
and cell type (underslot, slot, ring or un-blasted rock mass). The Newcrest Dilution Model and SLC 
Optimiser can be divided into a recovery model and a draw strategy optimisation model (Jamieson, 
2012). The recovery of each cell is calculated based on the Equation 7.2: 

                                                                                   Equation 7.2 

where: 

T = Recovered tonnes 
td= tonnes being drawn from a cell 
ta= tonnes available for recovery 

A= Model calibration factor A 
B= Model calibration factor B 
C= Model calibration factor C 
DL= Recovery level (1st level = 1, 2nd level = 2, etc.) within the column 
 
Recovery Model: The above equation is based on the principle that tonnage extracted from a cell in 
SLC should be a function of the tonnes drawn from the cell and the tonnes remaining in the cell that 
are available for extraction (Jamieson, 2012). The recovery model was calibrated using diluted 
average grade from past production data and correlating it with actual average grade measured at 
the mill. Gold equivalent was used for calibration at the Telfer and Ridgeway mines, as they produce 
copper and gold. The model was calibrated by methodically varying the model calibration factors A, B 
and C and cross correlating between the average grade forecasted by the model and the actual 
average grade (Jamieson, 2012). Forecasting was done on a monthly basis to normalise the stockpile 
effect. Root Mean Square (RMS) variance was used to assess the quality of the correlation. Another 
validation was performed using the results of marker trials. Researchers found similar recoveries for 
the calibrated model and the marker trials (Figure 7.10), although the model generally showed a 
higher recovery (Power, 2004a; Jamieson, 2012). This overestimation could be due to the calibration, 
i.e., fitting an estimate of the grade (geology resource model) to the actual produced grade (sampled 
mine grade) (Jamieson, 2012).  

 

Figure 7.10  Calibration of recovery model (red) with marker trials results (blue) (Jamieson, 2012) 
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Draw strategy optimization model: The value of model coefficients A, B and C (from Equation 7.2) 
was used to optimise the planned extraction ratio for all remaining production rings. The draw 
control strategy at Telfer was optimised by maximising the undiscounted profit of each draw column 
(Jamieson, 2012). This was achieved by calculating the diluted ore value against the variable mining 
cost, as shown in Figure 7.11.  

 

Figure 7.11  Draw strategy optimization model for NSO (Jamieson, 2012) 

The diluted ore value was calculated against mining costs repetitively for all possible draw conditions 
for the remaining production rings in each column. The NSO method at Telfer mine took 2-3 hours to 
completely analyse more than 2 million draw strategies over the SLC footprint (Jamieson, 2012). NSO 
provided an optimal draw strategy for the mine, as shown in Figure 7.12. The draw strategy 
optimization model calculates profit for different extraction ratio targets and gives the optimal 
extraction ratio target for a ring. Figure 7.12 shows that as depth increases, the extraction ratio 
target changes for Telfer mine from a fixed final extraction ratio target to a variable final extraction 
ratio target    

 

Figure 7.12  Optimization of a SLC column (Jamieson, 2012) 

7.3.7 Non-Dilution Draw Method 
The non-dilution draw method has been developed over the last decade in Chinese SLC mines. The 
method is based on the principle of preventing dilution entry instead of grade control techniques 
(Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008) and employs the gravity flow principles given by Janelid and Kvapil (1966). 
Zhigui and Xingguo (2008) described the cut-off grade as the primary problem with the present draw 
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control strategies and propose a ‘non-dilution draw’ method. In this method, loading should be 
stopped as soon as dilution is encountered at the draw point (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008). Dilution is 
defined in terms of waste percentage in the muck pile; the method directs loading to be stopped 
when the muck pile appears to contain 5-10% waste. Physical modelling based on this method shows 
dilution reduction from 15-30% to 4-6%, while the ore recovery targets remain equivalent to cut-off 
grade based draw control methods (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008). In the Non-dilution draw method, the 
ore is divided into four types (Figure 7.13). The first ore type is cap remnant on top of the solid ore, 
followed by ore remnant clinging to the vertical front. The third type of ore is the ore which lies in 
the extraction ellipsoid and the fourth ore type is the ore left towards the back of the ring. The ore is 
divided into the four types based on the position the ore has after the ring is blasted (Zhigui and 
Xingguo, 2008). 

 

Figure 7.13  Types of ore (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008) 

Zhigui and Xingguo (2008) stated that SLC operations can avoid dilution by not loading based on a 
cut-off grade based strategy. SLC does not have to suffer from dilution to increase ore recovery; ore 
can be left in the draw point and recovered at lower levels. Physical models was tested with four 
different cut-off grade values which were named as Non-dilution (35%), Low dilution (1) (30%),   Low 
dilution (2) (25%) and cut-off grade (20%).  The results from the 3D physical models based on the 
four different cases are shown in Table 7.3. As shown in Table 7.3 as the cut-off grade increases the 
shut-off grade also changes.   

Table 7.3  Parameters for physical models (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008) 

 

The change in cut-off grade forced a change in shut-off grade for Non-dilution method to 10:90 ratio 
of waste to ore. Ore recovery and dilution was calculated for different sublevels using the Non-
dilution method. The ore recovery for the Non-dilution method is stabilised by the fourth sublevel, as 
shown by the graphs in Figure 7.14. This result has been used to suggest three ways of shifting from a 
traditional cut-off grade based strategy to a non-dilution based draw control strategy (Zhigui and 
Xingguo, 2008). The change can be a single shift from cut-off grade to non-dilution based method, a 
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transitional shift by gradually increasing the cut-off grade, or a transition in quantity by increasing the 
number of draw points able to implement the non-dilution based method (Zhigui and Xingguo, 
2008).   

 

Figure 7.14  Variation in recovery and dilution with number of sublevel for Non-dilution method 
(Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008) 

Ore recovery and dilution was plotted against extraction ratio for different sublevels (Figure 7.15). 
The plot showed little relation between ore recovery and dilution (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008). Zingui 
and Xingguo (2008) concluded from the physical models that low dilution does not always mean low 
recovery, and high dilution does not guarantee high ore recovery. Hence, the draw control should 
not allow dilution; eventually, sublevels will perform better in terms of recovery and dilution.   

 

Figure 7.15  Overall variation in recovery and dilution (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008) 

After physical models, field tests were performed in test areas at the Jing Tie iron ore mine, China 
(Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008). The Non-dilution method with a shut-off of 10:90 waste-ore ratio was 
used in the test area of the Jing Tie mine. Visual inspection was used to practice grade control at the 
draw point. Ore recovery was calculated for different sublevels. The ore recovery for the first two 
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sublevels was affected by the switch in the draw control system. The recovery for the third and 
onward sublevels reached the same levels as a traditional draw control system, as shown in Figure 
7.16. 

 

Figure 7.16  Variation of recovery with number of sublevels (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008) 

The ore recovery targets similar to those for the traditional draw control method could be attained 
and the test site reported dilution reduction from 15 % to 7-8% for the rings loaded using the non-
dilution method (Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008). The method also provided flexibility to change the 
layout. The Non-dilution method does not require assay based draw point monitoring and visual 
inspection can be used due to low shut-off grade of 10:90 waste-ore ratio at the draw point (Zhigui 
and Xingguo, 2008). Dilution just needs to be spotted at the draw point to close the draw points 
(Zhigui and Xingguo, 2008).  
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7.3.8  Bucket Weight Based Draw Control Method 
Bucket weight based draw control strategy is centred on a draw point monitoring system which 
provides continuous ore grade information for every bucket to the operator and the mine (Quinteiro 
et al., 2001b; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). The method is being used by LKAB at Kiirunavaara and 
Malmberget underground iron ore mines. Waste or ore percentage is plotted against extraction ratio 
and the resulting curve is displayed inside the LHD machine (Adlerborn & Selberg, 2008) (Figure 
7.17). The bucket grade curve gives information of the ore grade being loaded and the decision on 
when to stop loading is taken by the operator with assistance of the bucket grade curve (Adlerborn & 
Selberg, 2008).  The bucket grade curve is smoothened by considering a moving average for the last 
15 buckets (Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014).  

 

Figure 7.17  Waste versus bucket numbers (Adlerborn & Selberg, 2008) 

7.4  Need for an Improved Draw Control Strategy 
Much research has been done on understanding granular flow in SLC and other caving operations 
(Kvapil, 1965a; Janelid, 1972; Laubscher, 1994; Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008) and the results have been 
used for mine design (Kvapil, 1982; Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008). However, SLC mines use draw control 
strategies dependent on grade control practices and mine experience, along with certain basic 
concepts of granular flow theories (Sarin; 1981; Cokayne, 1982; McMurray, 1982; Laubsher, 1994; 
Bull and Page, 2000). Results from recent marker trials highlight the difficulties involved in 
understanding and simulating granular flow (Power, 2004; Brunton, 2009; Wimmer et al., 2015). But 
a comparison of past literature (Sarin, 1981; Baase et al., 1982; Cokayne, 1982; Hancock and Matson, 
1982; Laubscher, 1994) with current literature (Bull and Page, 2000; Hustrulid and Kvapil, 2008; 
Power and Just, 2008; Nickson et al., 2012) suggests that draw control practices have seen little 
change. Current draw control strategies are heavily dependent on basic grade control practices and 
have not developed into a more holistic strategy.  

SLC mines have used ore flow prediction models for draw control (Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Diering, 
2007; Jamieson, 2012). The models have been calibrated for specific mine sites (Power, 2004a; 
Sellden and Pierce; 2004; Jamieson, 2012) but lack the ability to incorporate draw point monitoring 
results and other draw point performance parameters. Some SLC mines have developed a more 
robust draw point monitoring system and used production based inputs along with longer term 
loading rules to create a more adjustable draw control system (Quinteiro et al., 2001b; Gustafson et 
al., 2013; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014). This has been partially successful because of favourable 
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geological conditions (high density difference between ore and waste) at the mines (Quinteiro et al., 
2001b). In general, however, the literature indicates few developments in the field of draw control 
strategy. 

Table 7.4 shows different draw control strategies along with the factors affecting them; it 
summarises which factors are considered in the various strategies. In the table, grade control refers 
to the use of cut-off and shut-off grades, and grade monitoring refers to draw point monitoring 
systems. Production demand refers to the basic production planning requirements that a draw 
control strategy must fulfil for a mine to reach its planned production targets. Proximate rings are 
the previously mined rings which are above and behind the currently blasted ring. Mine-specific 
historical knowledge and mine personnel experience are collectively called mine experience. The ten 
factors mentioned in Table 7.4 have been discussed in the report separately along with their usage in 
the current draw control strategies.  

Table 7.4  Comparison of draw control strategies 

Draw control 
Strategy 

Grade 
Control 

Production 
demands 

Extraction 
ratios 

Grade 
monitoring 

Proximate 
rings 

Flow 
nature 

Dilution 
Behavior 

Mine 
design 
and  
mine 
layout 

Ore 
Geometry  

Mine 
Experience 

Traditional draw 
control strategy 
(Cokayne,1982) 

Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No No Yes 

REBOP Model 
(Cundall, 2000) Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
PCSLC Model 
(Diering, 2007) Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Dilution entry 
(Bull and Page, 
2000) 

Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes 

Dilution bin 
method 
(Jamieson, 2012) 

Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

Newcrest 
Dilution model 
(Jamieson, 2012) 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes 
Non-dilution 
method 
(Zhigui and 
Xingguo, 2008) 

Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes 

Bucket weight 
based draw 
control 
(Quinteiro et al. 
2001b) 

Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes 

Most of the work regarding draw control strategy has been published in internal reports, making it 
difficult for researchers to objectively assess the quality of the present draw control methods. The 
table shows whether a factor has been considered in a particular draw control strategy; it does not 
comment on the validity of the included factor. For example, the dilution entry method has used 
dilution behaviour (Bull and Page, 2000) but recent marker trials (Power, 2004a; Brunton, 2009; 
Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014; Wimmer et al., 2015) show that the inclusion of dilution behaviour 
may be incorrect. Similar arguments have been made in the previous chapters about other draw 
control methods.  
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7.4.1 Scope of an Improved Draw control Strategy 
Further research needs to be performed to clarify the relationships between factors effecting draw 
control and their relative influence on draw control strategy. Marker trials and ore flow prediction 
models provide a basic understanding of granular flow. Similarly, grade control and grade monitoring 
are very important to improve resource efficiency in a situation of fluctuating metal prices. 
Therefore, a good draw control strategy should include grade control and grade monitoring to create 
an efficient mining operation.  

Production demands have been included in newer draw control systems, helping in different 
production scenarios and supporting production planning (Diering, 2007; Jamieson, 2012). The 
influence of proximate rings on the performance of a blasted ring has been included in certain draw 
control strategies (Diering, 2007; Jamieson, 2012). Dilution entry has been used to design draw 
control (Laubscher, 1994; Bull & Page, 2000). Marker trials have shown shallow and deep draw 
situations and dilution variation can be caused by changes in granular flow (Power, 2004a; Brunton, 
2009; Nordqvist and Wimmer, 2014; Wimmer et al., 2015). This result argues against the present 
method of including dilution and dilution entry in draw control. 

Aspects of dilution behaviour and the nature of flow could be incorporated into the draw control 
strategy. As the exact nature of flow and dilution is difficult to assess, creating a draw control 
strategy which includes aspects of dilution behaviour and granular flow requires special care. An 
important aspect of any draw control should be the inclusion of mine specific experience, whether in 
terms of operators’ experience or historical data. A qualitative analysis performed at the mine can 
provide useful information on mine experiences which can be included in the design of a draw 
control strategy. Mine specific calibration has been performed to some extent in previous draw 
control strategies (Sarin, 1981; Cundall et al., 2000; Sellden and Pierce, 2004; Diering, 2007; 
Jamieson, 2012) and the practice should be continued. Unfortunately, present draw control 
strategies do not address factors vital for resource efficient mines. A new draw control strategy 
needs to be developed in the current scenario of increasing mining costs and fluctuating metal 
prices. Factors which are relevant in influencing draw control must be identified for sublevel caving 
mines. A sustainable and resource efficient SLC operation requires a draw control strategy which is 
sensitive to the relevant factors. Past literature, mine experience and production data should be 
synchronised to design a new draw control strategy. 
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8 Conclusion 
Sublevel caving provides a flexible alternative to other mass mining methods such as block and panel 
caving. The method can be applied to different ore geometries by varying the mine and ring design. 
SLC has evolved from a labour intensive method to a highly mechanized operation in which different 
unit operations are performed separately through standardized operating procedures.  

Research on granular flow in SLC and other caving methods has provided a basic understanding on 
the nature of material flow in the cave. The results of small and large scale physical experiments have 
been used to modify mine and ring design in SLC. Recent marker trial results have improved the 
understanding of material flow in SLC. The initial assumptions of a well-defined ellipsoidal material 
flow do not hold in light of the results of marker trial experiments. Many parameters such as depth 
of draw, width of draw, dilution entry etc. which were previously estimated based on ellipsoidal flow 
has been replaced by estimates based on marker trials results. A key observation from marker trial 
results has been the fact that no two rings show the same material flow pattern. The generally 
chaotic nature of flow has wide ranging effects on the draw control strategies being used at SLC 
mines. 

Different methods (empirical, VDA, numerical, CA) has been developed over the years to simulate 
material flow and assist in draw control. Initial empirical methods used RMR and mine design as 
inputs to predict material flow. Thereafter, probabilistic methods such as VDA and deterministic 
methods such as CA, numerical modelling were used to simulate flow. Results from experiments 
(physical models and marker trials) were used to calibrate the algorithms based on different methods 
of material flow simulation.  

Research in material flow, mine design, fragmentation assessment and material transportation has 
provided the knowledge for designing draw control strategies. The factors to be considered while 
designing an ideal draw control should include production targets, grade controls, dilution behaviour, 
mine design, ore geometry, proximate drift performance and nature of flow. However, present draw 
control strategies are not able to address all the factors.   

A draw point monitoring system addresses factors such as grade control, dilution behaviour and 
proximate drift performance. Currently, most mines lack an efficient draw point monitoring system 
and are dependent on mill grade information for optimizing draw control. The non-uniform nature of 
material flow in SLC requires a constant draw point monitoring to control dilution while increasing 
ore recovery. Iron ore mines of LKAB (Kiirunavvara and Malmberget) have been able to develop a 
draw point monitoring system which provides a reasonably accurate estimate of the material grade 
loaded. 

An optimized draw control strategy is vital for improving ore recovery and reducing dilution in SLC. It 
also provides the mine with the flexibility to change production strategy to better align with the 
production demands and metal prices. The performance of draw point and nature of material flow 
vary from mine to mine. Literature shows that historical data on draw point abandonment and other 
performance related information’s can provide a baseline for assessing loading related issues. A draw 
control strategy can use this information to reduce dilution and improve ore recovery.  

Lastly, sustainable mining can be achieved by improving resource efficiency; this will require equal 
contributions from engineers, geologists and mine management. Sustainable mining cannot be 
performed in caving operations without optimizing the present draw control strategy being used in 
the mine. A comprehensive baseline mapping of a mining operation along with careful analysis of 
past production data can provide a roadmap for designing a draw control strategy.  
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